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ALBERT ALGEBRAS OVER CURVES OF GENUS ZERO AND ONE
S. PUMPLU¨N
Abstract. Albert algebras and other Jordan algebras are constructed over curves of
genus zero and one, using a generalization of the Tits process and the first Tits construc-
tion due to Achhammer.
Introduction
In the structure theory of Jordan algebras, exceptional simple Jordan algebras (Albert
algebras) are as important as octonion algebras are in the structure theory of alternative
algebras. In his PhD thesis [Ach1, 2], Achhammer developed a generalized Tits process
for algebras over a locally ringed space which, applied to algebras over arbitrary rings,
generalized the classical Tits process for algebras over base rings by Petersson-Racine [P-S1,
2] and thus, in particular, the classical first Tits construction. He obtained general results
on Albert algebras over locally ringed spaces and found examples of Albert algebras over n-
dimensional projective space. Achhammer’s PhD thesis was only partially published, hence
some of his results have been written up in the first sections of [Pu2].
Independently, Albert algebras over integral schemes were investigated by Parimala-
Suresh-Thakkur [P-S-T1, 2]. In [P-S-T2], generalized first and second Tits constructions
to obtain Albert algebras were introduced, starting with an Azumaya algebra of rank 9
over a domain R such that 2, 3 ∈ R×. Over integral schemes, the first Tits construction of
[P-S-T2] coincides with the one given in [Ach1, 2] when starting with an Azumaya algebra
of constant rank 9, the second one with the Tits process in [Ach1, 2] when starting with the
subsheaf of hermitian elements of an Azumaya algebra of constant rank 9 over a suitable
sheaf of rings O′X , which carries an involution ∗ such that H(O
′
X , ∗) = OX . Albert alge-
bras over A2k which do not arise from a generalized first or second Tits construction were
constructed in [P-S-T2].
We construct Jordan algebras over curves of genus zero and genus one using Achhammer’s
Tits process and the general first Tits construction as explained in [Ach1, 2]. It is interesting
to see which (selfdual) vector bundles can carry the structure of an Albert algebra, and if
there are any such bundles consisting of indecomposable summands of large ranks. Since
the automorphism groups of these algebras are algebraic group schemes of type F4 over X ,
the results obtained also contain information on the structure of these groups schemes.
The vector bundles over curves of genus zero are of relatively simple type (there is no in-
decomposable vector bundle of rank greater than 2, and the only absolutely indecomposable
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ones are the line bundles). Thus it is worth going one step further and looking at algebras
curves of genus one. The vector bundles over elliptic curves and their behaviour are well-
known [At, AEJ1, 2, 3]. There exist absolutely indecomposable selfdual vector bundles of
arbitrary rank, and indecomposable ones of different types. Over elliptic curves (or more
generally, over curves of genus one, since, indeed, our arguments generally would work also
for curves without rational points), a classification of Albert algebras seems to be still out of
reach. One of the problems is that the Azumaya algebras of constant rank 3 over an elliptic
curve are not sufficiently know yet, at least to the author’s knowledge, which would be im-
portant in order to get an idea on all the first Tits constructions which are possible starting
with such an algebra. There are some results on octonion algebras [Pu1], which help to give
examples of Albert algebras of the type H3(C), but again lacking a full classification of these
algebras, we still miss some crucial information. Another stumbling block is to actually
compute the ingredients for a first Tits construction or a Tits process. Here the vast choice
of vector bundles possible over an elliptic curve creates some difficulties. We construct a
large number of non-isomorphic Albert algebras by applying the first Tits construction to
Azumaya algebras of the type EndX(E). The fact that the Theorem of Krull-Schmidt holds
both over curves of genus zero and one makes it usually easy to decide which Albert algebras
must be non-isomorphic.
In Section 1 we establish some notation and collect the basic facts needed later. Algebras
over curves of genus zero are studied in Sections 2, 3 and 4; in particular, Albert algebras
over curves of genus zero which are obtained by a first Tits construction in Section 3. The
Albert algebras over the projective line P1k, with k a base field of characteristic zero, which
can be realized as a first Tits construction starting with an Azumaya algebra over P1k of
constant rank 9, have been described in [Ach1, 4.7] (see Theorem 1). Over nonrational
curves X of genus zero, we describe all first Tits constructions starting with an Azumaya
algebra over X of rank 9 which is defined over k (Corollary 2). All Albert algebras which
can be obtained by a first Tits construction starting with an Azumaya algebra A over X
such that, at the generic point ξ, A(ξ) is a division algebra, are defined over k (Corollary
3). We then give examples of Albert algebras constructed by the Tits process in Section
4. In Section 5, the basic terminology for elliptic curves is introduced. E´tale First Tits
constructions over elliptic curves are studied in Section 6 and Albert algebras over elliptic
curves of the kind H3(C) in Section 7. Albert algebras over elliptic curves obtained by a first
Tits construction starting with an Azumaya algebra of the type EndX(E) are constructed
in Section 8.
We use the standard terminology from algebraic geometry, see Hartshorne’s book [H] and
the one for algebras developed in [P]. For the standard terminology on Jordan algebras, the
reader is referred to the books by McCrimmon [M2], Jacobson [J] and Schafer [Sch].
1. Preliminaries
In the following, let (X,OX) be a locally ringed space and k a field.
1.1. Algebras over X. For P ∈ X let OP,X be the local ring of OX at P and mP the max-
imal ideal of OP,X . The corresponding residue class field is denoted by k(P ) = OP,X/mP .
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For an OX -module F the stalk of F at P is denoted by FP . F is said to have full sup-
port if SuppF = X ; i.e., if FP 6= 0 for all P ∈ X . We call F locally free of finite rank
if for each P ∈ X there is an open neighborhood U ⊂ X of P such that F|U = OrU for
some integer r ≥ 0. The rank of F is defined to be sup{rankOP,XFP |P ∈ X}. The term
“OX -algebra” (or “algebra over X”) always refers to nonassociative OX -algebras which are
unital and locally free of finite rank as OX -modules. An OX -algebra A is called alternative
if x2y = x(xy) and yx2 = (yx)x for all sections x, y of A over the same open subset of X .
1.2. Cubic forms. Let d be a positive integer. LetM, N be OX -modules which are locally
free of finite rank. In general, that is if there are no restrictions on the global sections
H0(X,OX), polynomial maps from M to N are defined analogously as it was done in [R],
[L1, §18] or [L2, Section 1] for polynomial maps between modules over rings, see [Ach1]. In
that case forms of degree d are usually identified with the induced polynomial maps.
If 2, 3 ∈ H0(X,O×X), which will be the case considered in large parts of the paper, the
definition for cubic forms is equivalent to the following: A cubic form on M over OX is a
map N : M → OX such that N(ax) = a3N(x) for all sections a in OX , x in M over the
same open subset of X , where the map θ :M×M×M→ OX defined by
θ(x, y, z) =
1
6
(ϕ(x + y + z)− ϕ(x + y)− ϕ(x + z)− ϕ(y + z) + ϕ(x) + ϕ(y) + ϕ(z))
is a trilinear form over OX .
For a cubic form N : M→ OX on a locally free OX -module M of finite rank with full
support, N is called nondegenerate if N(P ) :M(P )→ k(P ) is nondegenerate for all P ∈ X .
This notion of nondegeneracy is invariant under base change.
A trilinear form θ : M×M ×M → OX over OX is called symmetric if θ(x, y, z) is
invariant under all permutations of its variables. A locally free OX -module M together
with a symmetric trilinear map θ :M×M×M→ OX is called a trilinear space.
Two trilinear spaces (Mi, θi) (i = 1, 2) are called isomorphic if there exists an OX -module
isomorphism f :M1 →M2 such that θ2(f(v1), f(v2), f(v3)) = θ1(v1, v2, v3) for all sections
v1, v2, v3 of M1 over the same open subset of X . The orthogonal sum (M1, θ1) ⊥ (M1, θ2)
of two trilinear spaces (Mi, θi), i = 1, 2, is defined as the OX -module M1 ⊕M2 together
with the trilinear form (θ1 ⊥ θ2)(u1+ v1, u2+ v2, u3+ v3) = θ1(u1, u2, u3) + θ2(v1, v2, v3). If
2, 3 ∈ H0(X,O×X) we canonically identify symmetric trilinear forms and cubic forms.
1.3. Composition algebras over X. Following [P], an OX -algebra C is called a composi-
tion algebra over X if it has full support, and if there exists a quadratic form N : C → OX
such that the induced symmetric bilinear form N(u, v) = N(u+ v)−N(u)−N(v) is nonde-
generate; i.e., it determines a module isomorphism C
∼
−→ Cˇ = Hom(C,OX), and such that
N(uv) = N(u)N(v) for all sections u, v of C over the same open subset of X . N is uniquely
determined by these conditions and called the norm of C. It is denoted by NC . Composition
algebras over X are invariant under base change, and exist only in ranks 1, 2, 4 or 8. A
composition algebra of constant rank 2 (resp. 4 or 8) is called a quadratic e´tale algebra
(resp. quaternion algebra or octonion algebra). A composition algebra over X of constant
rank is called split if it contains a composition subalgebra isomorphic to OX ⊕OX . There
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are several construction methods for composition algebras over locally ringed spaces: There
exists a Cayley-Dickson process Cay(D,P , NP) which is described in [P1].
1.4. Jordan algebras and cubic forms with adjoint and base point. ([Ach1], [P-
R]) Let J be a locally free OX -module of finite rank. Following [Ach1], (J , U, 1) with
1 ∈ H0(X,J ) is a Jordan algebra over X if
(1) U : J → EndOX (J ), x→ Ux is a quadratic map;
(2) U1 = idJ ;
(3) UUx(y) = Ux ◦ Uy ◦ Ux for all sections x, y in J ;
(4) Ux ◦ Uy,z(x) = Ux,Ux(z)(y) for all sections x, y, z in J ;
(5) For every commutative associative OX -algebra O′X , J ⊗ O
′
X satisfies (3) and (4).
In general, we write J instead of (J , U, 1).
An OX -algebra J is called an Albert algebra if J (P ) = JP ⊗ k(P ) is an Albert algebra
over k(P ) for all P ∈ X . If J is a Jordan algebra over a scheme (X,OX) then J is an
Albert algebra if and only if there is a covering Vi → X in the flat topology on X such
that J ⊗ OVi ∼= H3(Zor(OVi)) where Zor(OVi) denotes the octonion algebra of Zorn vector
matrices over OVi and H3(Zor(OVi)) is the Jordan algebra of 3-by-3 hermitian matrices with
entries in Zor(OVi) and scalars OVi on the diagonal [Ach1, 1.10].
A tripel (N, ♯, 1) is a cubic form with adjoint and base point on J if N : J → OX is a
cubic form, ♯ : J → J a quadratic map and 1 ∈ H0(X,J ), such that
x♯ ♯ = N(x)x,
T (x♯, y) = DyN(y) for T (x, y) = −DxDylogN(1),
N(1) = 1, 1♯ = 1,
1× y = T (y)1− y with T (y) = T (y, 1), x× y = (x+ y)♯ − x♯ − y♯
for all sections x, y in J over the same open subset of X . Here, DyN(x) denotes the
directional derivative of N in the direction y, evaluated at x. The symmetric bilinear form
T is called the trace form of J .
Every cubic form with adjoint and base point (N, ♯, 1) on a locally free OX -module J of
finite rank defines a unital Jordan algebra structure J (N, ♯, 1) = (J , U, 1) on J via
Ux(y) = T (x, y)x− x
♯ × y
for all sections x, y in J , where the identities given in [P-R, p. 213] hold for all sections in
J . A section x ∈ J is invertible iff N(x) is invertible. In that case, x−1 = N(x)−1x♯.
1.5. The Tits process. (due to Achhammer [Ach1], see [Pu2] for details.) Let (X,O′X) be
a locally ringed space. Let ∗ : O′X → O
′
X be an involution, B an associative O
′
X -algebra and
∗B an involution on B such that ∗B|O′
X
= ∗. We write ∗B instead of ∗ from now on, also for
the involution ∗ on O′X . Let (NB, ♯B, 1) be a cubic form with adjoint and base point on B.
Assume that (NB, ♯B, 1) is B-admissible. That means,
(1) B+ = J(NB, ♯B, 1) with 1 ∈ H0(X,B) the unit element in B, and xyx = TB(x, y)x−
x♯B ×B y for x, y in B;
(2) NB(xy) = NB(x)NB(y) for all x, y in B;
(3) NB(x
∗B ) = NB(x)
∗B for x in B.
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Write B× for the sheaf of units of B. The morphism of group sheaves NB : B× → O
′×
X
induces a morphism
♯B : PiclB → PiclB
op.
A cubic map f : P → E in the category of O′X -modules is called multiplicative if
f(bw) = NB(b)f(w)
for all sections b in B, w in E . Let F be a right B-module. A quadratic map g : P → F in
the category of O′X -modules is called multiplicative if
g(bv) = g(v)b♯B
for all sections b in B, v in P . A multiplicative cubic map N : P → NB(P) is called a norm
on P if N is universal in the category of multiplicative cubic maps on P . A multiplicative
quadratic map ♯ : P → P♯B is called an adjoint on P if ♯ is universal in the category of
multiplicative quadratic maps on P .
Let P∨ denote the right B-module HomB(P ,B). Let P ∈ PiclB such that NB(P) ∼= O′X
and let N : P → O′X be a cubic norm on P . Then
P♯B ∼= P∨, P∨
♯B ∼= P
and NB(P∨) ∼= O′X . There exists a uniquely determined cubic norm Nˇ : P
∨ → O′X and
uniquely determined adjoints ♯ : P → P∨ and ♯ˇ : P∨ → P such that
(1) 〈w,w♯〉 = N(w)1;
(2) 〈wˇ♯ˇ, wˇ〉 = Nˇ(wˇ)1;
(3) w♯ ♯ˇ = N(w)w
for all w in P , wˇ in P∨. Moreover,
(1) wˇ♯ˇ ♯ = Nˇ(wˇ)wˇ;
(2) 〈w, wˇ〉♯B = 〈wˇ♯ˇ, w♯〉;
(3) NB(〈w,w♯〉) = N(w)Nˇ (wˇ);
(4) Dw′N(w) = TB(〈w′, w♯〉);
(5) Dwˇ′Nˇ(wˇ) = TB(〈wˇ
♯ˇ, wˇ′〉);
(6) 〈w, wˇ〉w = TB(〈w, wˇ〉)w − w♯×ˇwˇ
for all w,w′ in P , wˇ in P∨. The morphism of group sheaves
∗B : B
× → (Bop)×
determines morphisms
∗B : Picl B = Hˇ1(X,B×)→ Hˇ1(X, (Bop)×) = Picl Bop,
∗B : Picl Bop = Hˇ1(X, (Bop)×)→ Hˇ1(X,B×) = Picl B
of pointed sets.
For a locally free left B-module P (respectively, right B-module) of rank one, let P
denote the opposite module of P with respect to the involution ∗B. An isomorphism of left
(respectively, right) B-modules j : P → P∗B is called an involution on P . Furthermore, we
canonically identify the left B-homomorphisms from P to P∨ with the sesquilinear forms on
P .
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A pair (A,OX) consisting of a subsheaf of rings OX of O′X and an OX -submodule A of
B is called B-ample if
(1) OX ⊂ H(O′X , ∗B),
(2) rr∗B ∈ OX for r in O′X ,
(3) A ⊂ H(B, ∗B),
(4) 1 ∈ H0(X,A),
(5) bab∗ ∈ A for a ∈ A, b ∈ B,
(6) NB(A) ⊂ OX ; i.e., NB|A : A → OX is a cubic form over OX ,
(7) A♯B ⊂ A; i.e., ♯B|A : A → A is a quadratic map over OX .
Let (A,OX) be B-ample and P be a locally free left B-module of rank 1 with NB(P) ∼= O′X .
If P∗B ∼= P∨ and NB(P) ∼= O′X , then a pair (N, ∗) with N : P → O
′
X a norm on P and
an involution ∗ : P → P∨ on P is called A-admissible if 〈w,w∗〉 ∈ A and NB(〈w,w
∗〉) =
N(w)N(w)∗B for w ∈ P .
P is called A-admissible if there is a cubic norm N : P → O′X and a nondegenerate ∗B-
sesquilinear form h : P × P → B (i.e., h(aw, bv) = ah(w, v)b∗B and h induces an B-module
isomorphism jh : P → P∨) such that h(w,w) ∈ A and NB(h(w,w)) = N(w)N(w)∗B for
w ∈ P . Note that P∨ ∼= P∗B and that therefore jh (denoted ∗ from now on) is an involution
on P such that 〈w,w∗〉 ∈ A and NB(〈w,w∗〉) = N(w)N(w)∗B for w ∈ P .
Theorem 1. Let (A,OX) be B-ample and P be a locally free left B-module of rank 1 with
NB(P) ∼= O
′
X which is A-admissible. Define
J˜ = A⊕ P ,
1˜ = (1, 0) ∈ H0(X, J˜ ),
N˜(a, w) = NB(a) +N(w) + Nˇ(w
∗)− TB(a, 〈w,w∗〉)
= NB(a) +N(w) +N(w)
∗B − TB(a, 〈w,w∗〉),
(a, w)
e♯ = (a♯B − 〈w,w∗〉, w∗♯ˇ − aw)
for a ∈ A and w ∈ P. Then (N˜ , ♯˜, 1˜) is a cubic form with adjoint and base point on J˜ and
T˜ ((a, w), (c, v)) = TB(a, c) + TB(〈w, v
∗〉) + TB(〈v, w
∗〉)
for a, c ∈ A and v, w ∈ P is the trace.
The induced Jordan algebra J˜ (N˜ , ♯˜, 1˜) is denoted by J (B,A,P , N, ∗) and called the Tits
process. It generalizes the classical Tits process over rings given in [P-R].
Let J = J (NJ , ♯J , 1) be an Albert algebra over X which contains a subalgebra of the
kind H(B, ∗B), where B is an Azumaya algebra over O′X of constant rank 9 together with
an involution ∗B and O′X an OX -algebra of constant rank 2 with H(O
′
X , ∗B) = OX . Then
there exists anH(B, ∗B)-admissible left B-module P of rank 1 and aH(B, ∗B)-admissible pair
(N, ∗) such that the canonical embedding H(B, ∗B) →֒ J can be extended to an isomorphism
J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗)→ J .
We will not always get all possible cubic Jordan algebras over X using the generalized
Tits process, see [P-S-T2] for examples.
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1.6. The first Tits construction. (due to Achhammer [Ach1, 2], see [Pu2] for details.) Let
A be a unital associative OX -algebra, (NA, ♯A, 1) a cubic form with adjoint and base point
on A, P ∈ PiclA such that NA(P) ∼= OX and N a cubic norm on P . Let A+ = J (NA, ♯A, 1)
and NA(xy) = NA(x)NA(y) for all x, y ∈ A. Define
J˜ = A⊕ P ⊕ P∨,
1˜ = (1, 0, 0) ∈ H0(X,J ),
N˜(a, w, wˇ) = NA(a) +N(w) + Nˇ(wˇ)− TA(a, 〈w, wˇ〉)
(a, w, wˇ)
e♯ = (a♯A − 〈w, wˇ〉, wˇ♯ˇ − aw,w♯ − wˇa)
for a ∈ A, w ∈ P , wˇ ∈ P∨, then (N˜ , ♯˜, 1˜) is a cubic form with adjoint and base point on J˜
and has trace form
T˜ ((a, w, wˇ), (c, v, vˇ)) = TA(a, c) + TA(〈w, vˇ〉) + TA(〈v, wˇ〉).
The induced Jordan algebra J (N˜ , ♯˜, 1˜) is denoted by J (A,P , N) and called a (generalized)
first Tits construction [Ach1, 2]. This first Tits construction generalizes the classical first
Tits construction from [P-R]. A+ identifies canonically with a subalgebra of J (A,P , N).
If
O′X = OX ⊕OX , (r, s)
∗B = (s, r),
B = A⊕Aop, (a, c)∗B = (c, a), 1B = (1, 1),
NB(a, c) = (NA(a), NA(c)), (a, c)
♯B = (a♯A , c♯A),
O0X = {(r, r) | r ∈ OX}, A
0 = {(a, a) | a ∈ A},
P0 = P ⊕ P∨,
N0(w, wˇ) = (N(w), Nˇ (wˇ)), (w, wˇ∗
0
) = (wˇ, w),
then
J (B,A0,P0, N0, ∗0) ∼= J (A,P , N).
For P ∈ X ,
J˜ (A,P , N)P ∼= J˜ (AP ,PP , NP )
where the right hand side is a classical first Tits construction over OP,X in the sense of
[P-R]. If J = J (NJ , ♯J , 1) is an Albert algebra over X containing a subalgebra of the
kind A+ with A an Azumaya algebra over X , then there exist suitable P and N such that
J (A,P , N) ∼= J .
The Tits process can be embedded into a first general first Tits construction, analogously
as shown in [P-R], [M1], cf. [Ach1, 2.28] or [Pu2].
2. Curves of genus zero
Let X be a curve of genus zero; i.e. a geometrically integral, complete, smooth scheme
of dimension one over k. Let P0 ∈ X be a closed point of minimal degree and L(mP0) the
line bundle over X associated with the divisor mP0. The isomorphism Z ∼= PicX is given
by the map m → L(mP0). If X is rational, P0 has degree 1 and L(mP0) ∼= OX(m). In
that case let h(m) denote the hyperbolic plane given by the quadratic form (a, b) → ab on
OX(m)⊕OX(−m). If X is nonrational, let D0 be the quaternion division algebra associated
to X . If k′/k is a finite separable field extension which is a maximal subfield of D0, then
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we let X ′ = X ×k k′ and have X ′ ∼= P1k′ . In that case, let E0 = trk′/k(OX′(1)) be the
indecomposable vector bundle of rank 2 with D0 = End(E0).
Example 1. Using Petersson’s classification of the composition algebras over X [P], we can
list all the Jordan algebras of the kind H3(C,Γ) with C a composition algebra or 0 (the first
4 types are defined over k):
(1) O+X , if k has characteristic not 3;
(2) J = O+X ×O
+
X ×O
+
X ;
(3) H3(k × k,Γ)⊗k OX , in particular, H3(k × k)⊗k OX ∼= Mat3(k)+ ⊗k OX ;
(4) H3(C0,Γ0)⊗k OX with C0 a composition division algebra over k;
(5) H3(D,Γ) with D a split quaternion algebra; i.e., the underlying module structure of
H3(D,Γ) is given by O9X ⊕ L(mP0)
3 ⊕ L(−mP0)3 with m ∈ Z arbitrary;
(6) H3(C,Γ) with C a split octonion algebra over k. Thus the underlying module struc-
ture of H3(C,Γ) is given by
O9X⊕L(m1P0)
3⊕L(m2P0)
3⊕L(−(m1+m2)P0)
3⊕L(−m1P0)
3⊕L(−m2P0)
3⊕L((m1+m2)P0)
3
for some m1 ≥ m2 ≥ 0, m1 > 0, or, if X is not rational, by
O9X ⊕ L(−(2m+ 1)P0)
3 ⊕ [L(mP0)⊗ E0]
3 ⊕ L((2m+ 1)P0)
3 ⊕ [L(−mP0)⊗ Eˇ0]
3,
the integer m being uniquely determined by C;
(7) if X is nonrational, H3(C,Γ) with C ∼= Cay(D,P , N0), where D = D0 ⊗ OX and
P = P1⊕P2 with P1 = L(mP0)⊗Eˇ0 and P2 = L((−m+1)P0)⊗Eˇ0 for some integer
m ≥ 0 uniquely determined by C [P, 4.9]. Thus the underlying module structure of
H3(C,Γ) is given by
O15X ⊕ [L(mP0)⊗ Eˇ0]
3 ⊕ [L((−m+ 1)P0)⊗ Eˇ0]
3.
For the definition of H3(C,Γ) over X , see for instance [Pu2, Example 1].
Remark 1. (i) (imitating [P, 5.5]) Let X = P1k and let σ : X → k denote the structure
morphism of X . Let J be a Jordan algebra of (automatically constant) rank with nonde-
generate quadratic trace form TJ over X . By Knebusch’s Theorem [Kne, Theorem 13.2.2]
we can decompose the quadratic space (J , TJ ) as
(J , TJ ) = h(m1) ⊥ · · · ⊥ h(mr) ⊥ σ
∗(V, q)
with m1 ≥ · · · ≥ mr > 0 integers. For the global sections we get
J = H0(X,J ) = H0(X,OX(m1)) ⊥ · · · ⊥ H
0(X,OX(m1)) ⊥ V
and 1J =
∑r
j=1 gj + e for gj ∈ k[x0, x1] homogeneous of degree mj , e ∈ V . Hence q(e) =
TJ (1J) = 3. So V has dimension at least one if J has odd rank and at least 2 if it has even
rank. Thus, if J has rank 3, either J is globally free as OX -module or J ∼= h(m) ⊥ OX .
(ii) Let X be nonrational. Let J be as in (i). Let k′ be a splitting field of X and let
X ′ = X×kk′. By (i) applied to J⊗OX′ (or by a direct argument involving module structures
of selfdual modules), if J has rank 3, it is either globally free or J ∼= L(sP0)⊕L(−sP0)⊕OX
for some s > 0.
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Lemma 1. (i) If k has characteristic not 2 or 3, every first Tits construction over X
starting with OX is defined over k.
(ii) Let l/k be a separable quadratic field extension with Gal(l/k) = 〈ω〉. Let Xl = X ×k l.
Every Tits process over X starting with B = OXl and ∗B = ω is defined over k.
Proof. (i) Every first Tits construction overX starting with OX is of the kind J (OX ,L, NL)
with L ∈ 3PicX . However, PicX ∼= Z, so we only have J (OX ,OX , µ) ∼= J (k, µ) ⊗k OX ,
for some µ ∈ k×.
(ii) Let X = P1k. If P ∈ PicXl is OX -admissible then P = OXl (each P is already defined
overX , so ωP ∼= P and thus ωP ∼= P∨ implies P ∼= P∨). Therefore J = J (OXl ,OX ,P , N, ∗)
is globally free as OX -module implying that it is defined over k [Pu2, Lemma 1].
If X is nonrational and J is a Tits process over X then, given any splitting field k′ of the
quaternion division algebra associated with X , J ⊗ OX′ is a Tits process over OX′ and so
defined over k′. Hence J is globally free as OX -module implying that it is defined over k
[Pu2, Lemma 1]. 
We cannot exclude the possibility that there are Jordan algebras J (N, ♯, 1) of degree 3
over a curve of genus zero which do not arise from a first Tits construction or a Tits process.
By Remark 1, the underlying module structure of such algebras must be OX ⊕ L(mP0) ⊕
L(−mP0) (m > 0).
2.1. E´tale first Tits constructions over X. Let A be a commutative associative OX -
algebra of constant rank 3 such that A+ = J (NA, ♯A, 1) and where A(P ) is a cubic e´tale
k(P )-algebra for all P ∈ X . The first Tits construction J = J (A,P , N) is called an e´tale
first Tits construction [Pu2, 4.1].
Lemma 2. Let A = OX × OX × OX . The e´tale first Tits construction J (A,P , N) is a
Jordan algebra over X of rank 9 with underlying module structure
O3X⊕L(m1P0)⊕L(m2P0)⊕L(−(m1+m2)P0)⊕L(−m1P0)⊕L(−m2P0)⊕L((m1+m2)P0).
Proof. Every left A-module P of rank one with NA(P) ∼= OX satisfies
P ∼= L(m1P0)⊕ L(m2P0)⊕ L(−(m1 +m2)P0)
with mi ∈ Z ([Ach1, 4.1], see also [Pu2, Example 8]). Choose an isomorphism α : L(m1P0)⊗
L(m2P0) ⊗ L(−(m1 +m2)P0) → OX , then N(x, y, z) = α(x ⊗ y ⊗ z) defines a norm on P
and J (A,P , N) has the underlying module structure claimed in the assertion. 
Lemma 3. Let A = k′ ⊗ OX with k′ a cubic e´tale field extension of k. Then there exists
only the classical e´tale first Tits construction for A which yields a Jordan algebra, which is
defined over k.
Proof. Let X ′ = X ×k k′. Identify PicA = PicX ′. The canonical morphism
G : PicX → PicA, L(mP0)→ L(mP0)⊗OX′
is bijective. Therefore every P ∈ PicA is of the form P ∼= (k′ ⊗OX)⊗ L(mP0) and if N is
the norm on k′ ⊗k OX , then
OX ∼= N(P) ∼= N((k
′ ⊗OX)⊗ L(mP0)) ∼= L(3mP0)
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implies m = 0. This yields the assertion. 
Lemma 4. Let T be a non-split quadratic e´tale algebra over X, that means T = k′ ⊗OX
with k′/k a separable quadratic field extension of k. Let A = OX × T . Then J (A,P , N) is
a Jordan algebra over X of rank 9 with underlying module structure
J ∼= O3X ⊕ [L(−2mP0)⊕ L(mP0)⊕ L(mP0)]⊕ [L(2mP0)⊕ L(−mP0)⊕ L(−mP0)]
or, if X is nonrational and k′ a splitting field of X,
J ∼= O3X⊕ [L(−(2m+1)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(2m+1))]⊕ [L(2m+1P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(−2m−1))].
Proof. Let Gal(k′/k) = 〈σ〉. We know that PicT ∼= Z. Obviously, each A = OX × T
is defined over k, hence A+ = J (NA, ♯A, 1). Let J = J (A,P , N). By [Pu2, Lemma 5],
every left A-module P of rank one with NA(P) ∼= OX is either a direct sum of line bundles
L0,M0,S0 over X with L0 ⊗M0 ⊗ S0 ∼= OX ; i.e.,
P ∼= L0 ⊕M0 ⊕ S0,
or there is a line bundle S0 over X and a line bundle L over X ′ which is not defined over X
with L ⊗ σL⊗ S0 ∼= OX′ and
P ∼= trk′/k(L)⊕ S0.
This last case can only happen if X is nonrational and k′ is a splitting field of the quaternion
division algebra D0 associated to X .
Since Hˇ1(X,A×) = PicX⊕PicT , every left A-module P of rank one satisfies P ∼= L⊕F
with F ∈ PicT and an invertible OX -module L. We have NA(P) ∼= OX iff L⊗NT (F) ∼= OX
iff L∨ ∼= NT (F). For M ∈ PicX , M⊗T ∈ PicT has NT (M⊗ T ) ∼=M2.
Now PicT can be identified with PicX ′, and unless X is nonrational and k′ is a splitting
field of X , the canonical morphism
G : PicX ′ → PicX ′,L → L⊗OX′
is bijective, implying that each F ∈ PicT is of the form F ∼= (k′ ⊗OX) ⊗ L(mP0). If N is
the norm on k′ ⊗k OX , then
N(F) ∼= N((k′ ⊗OX)⊗ L(mP0)) ∼= L(2mP0),
Hence
P ∼= L(−2mP0)⊕ L(mP0)⊕ L(mP0)
as OX -module for some m ∈ Z and
J = O3X ⊕ L(−2mP0)⊕ L(mP0)⊕ L(mP0)⊕ L(2mP0)⊕ L(−mP0)⊕ L(−mP0)
as OX -module.
If X is nonrational and k′ is a splitting field of D0, then G is not bijective and it is
possible that the indecomposable
F = L(mP0)⊗ trk′/k(OX′(1)) ∼= trk′/k(OX′(2m+ 1))
(m ∈ Z arbitrary) is an element in PicT . Then
F ⊗OX′ ∼= OX′(2m+ 1)⊕OX′(2m+ 1).
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Since OX′(2m+ 1)⊗OX′(2m+ 1) ∼= OX′(4m+ 2) this yields
P ∼= L(−(2m+ 1)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(2m+ 1)).

It is not clear whether this last case actually occurs.
2.2. First Tits constructions starting with algebras of rank 5.
Proposition 1. Let D be a non-split quaternion algebra over X. Let A = OX × D. Then
a first Tits construction J = J (A,P , N) has the following underlying module structure:
(i) If X is nonrational and D ∼= D0, then
J ∼= O5X ⊕ [L(2mP0)⊕ L(mP0)
4]⊕ [L(−2mP0)⊕ L(−mP0)
4]
or
J ∼= O5X ⊕ [L((m1 +m2 − 1)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(−2m1 + 1))⊕ trk′/k(OX′(−2m2 + 1))]
⊕[L(−(m1 +m2 − 1)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(2m1 − 1))⊕ trk′/k(OX′(2m2 − 1))].
(ii) If D is a quaternion division algebra over k and D 6∼= D0 if X is nonrational, then
J ∼= O5X ⊕ [L(−4mP0)⊕ L(mP0)
4]⊕ [L(4mP0)⊕ L(−mP0)
4].
Proof. We know that D = D⊗OX with D a quaternion division algebra over k [P], hence A
is defined over k. Every left A-module P of rank one satisfies P ∼= L⊕P0 with P0 ∈ PiclD
and an invertible OX -module L. We have NA(P) ∼= OX iff L∨ ∼= ND(P0) [Pu2, Lemma 6].
(i) Let D ∼= D0, then D = D0 ⊗ OX ∼= EndX(E0). Each P0 ∈ PiclD is of the form
P0 ∼= F∨ ⊗ E0 and ND(P0) ∼= detF∨ ⊗ L(P0), where F is a locally free OX -module of
constant rank 2. We have either
F = L(mP0)⊗ E0 or F = L(m1P0)⊕ L(m2P0)
for arbitrary m,m1,m2 ∈ Z. Therefore either
P0 ∼= L(−mP0)⊗ E
∨
0 ⊗ E0 ∼= L(mP0)
4
or
P0 ∼= L(−m1P0)⊗ E0 ⊕ L(−m2P0)⊗ E0
as OX -module. We obtain
ND(P0) ∼= L(−(2m+ 1)P0)⊗ L(P0) = L(−2mP0)
or
ND(P0) ∼= L(−(m1 +m2 − 1)P0).
This implies
P ∼= L(2mP0)⊕ L(mP0)
4
or
P ∼= L((m1 +m2 − 1)P0)⊕ L(−m1P0)⊗ E0 ⊕ L(−m2P0)⊗ E0
∼= L((m1 +m2 − 1)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(−2m1 + 1))⊕ trk′/k(OX′(−2m2 + 1)).
(ii) For everyM ∈ PicX , P0 ∈ PiclD we haveM⊗P0 ∈ PiclD. We show that each element
in PicD is of this type: By [P, 4.5], the only right D-module of rank one of norm one is D
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itself. Write DD for D viewed as a right D-module. Suppose that Picr D is non-trivial, then
there is an element P0 6= DD such that ND(P0) = L(nP0) for some n 6= 0 and
ND(L(mP0)⊗ P0) ∼= L(2mP0)⊗ND(P0) = L(2mP0)⊗ L(nP0) = L((2m+ n)P0).
Choose 2m = −n to get norm one, then L(mP0) ⊗ P0 would be a non-trivial element of
norm one, a contradiction. (If X is rational, there is an analogous argument.) Thus Picr D
is trivial, and hence so is PiclD. Therefore
P ∼= L(−4mP0)⊕ L(mP0)⊗D.

Proposition 2. Let D be a split quaternion algebra over X. Then D = EndX(OX ⊕
L(mP0)). Let A = OX ×D. Then a first Tits construction J = J (A,P , N) has one of the
following underlying module structures:
J ∼= O3X ⊕ L(mP0)⊕ L(−mP0)
⊕[L((2m1 −m+ 1)P0)⊕ L(−m1P0)⊗ E∨0 ⊕ L((−m1 +m)P0)⊗ E
∨
0 ]
⊕[L(−(2m1 −m+ 1)P0)⊕ L(m1P0)⊗ E0 ⊕ L((m1 −m)P0)⊗ E0]
or
J ∼= O3X ⊕ L(mP0)⊕ L(−mP0)
⊕[L((m2 +m3 −m)P0)⊕ L(−m2P0)⊕ L(−m3P0)⊕ L((−m2 +m)P0)⊕ L((−m3 +m)P0)]
⊕[L(−(m2 +m3 −m)P0)⊕ L(m2P0)⊕ L(m3P0)⊕ L((m2 −m)P0)⊕ L((m3 −m)P0)].
Proof. If D is a split quaternion algebra over X then D = EndX(OX ⊕ L(mP0)), m ∈ Z.
Every left A-module P of rank one satisfies P ∼= L⊕P0 with P0 ∈ PiclD and an invertible
OX -module L, and NA(P) ∼= OX iff L
∨ ∼= ND(P0) [Pu2, Lemma 6]. Each P0 ∈ PiclD is of
the form P0 ∼= F∨⊗ [OX ⊕L(mP0)] ∼= F∨⊕F∨⊗L(mP0) and ND(P0) ∼= detF∨⊗L(mP0),
where F is a locally free OX -module of constant rank 2. We have either
F = L(m1P0)⊗ E0 or F = L(m2P0)⊕ L(m3P0)
for arbitrary m1,m2,m3 ∈ Z. Hence
P0 ∼= L(−m1P0)⊗ E
∨
0 ⊕ L((−m1 +m)P0)⊗ E
∨
0
or
P0 ∼= L(−m2P0)⊕ L(−m3P0)⊕ L((−m2 +m)P0)⊕ L((−m3 +m)P0).
We obtain
ND(P0) ∼= L(−(2m1 + 1)P0)⊗ L(mP0) = L((−2m1 +m− 1)P0)
or
ND(P0) ∼= L(−(m2 +m3)P0)⊗ L(mP0) = L((−m2 −m3 +m)P0).
Therefore
P ∼= L((2m1 −m+ 1)P0)⊕ [L(−m1P0)⊗ E
∨
0 ⊕ L((−m1 +m)P0)⊗ E
∨
0 ]
or
P ∼= L((m2+m3−m)P0)⊕ [L(−m2P0)⊕L(−m3P0)⊕L((−m2+m)P0)⊕L((−m3+m)P0)].
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
3. Albert algebras over curves of genus zero which are first Tits
constructions
We keep the notations of Section 3.
Example 2. (a) ([Ach1, 4.4]) Let X be nonrational. For every locally free OX -module E of
constant rank 3, A = EndX(E) is an Azumaya algebra of rank 9. Let F be another locally
free OX -module of constant rank 3 such there exists an isomorphism α : det E → detF . We
have the following possibilities for E and F :
E = L(m1P0)⊗ E0 ⊕ L(m2P0) and
F = L(s1P0)⊗ E0 ⊕ L(s2P0) or
F = L(l1P0)⊕ L(l2P0)⊕ L(l3P0).
with 2m1 +m2 = 2s1 + s2 and 2m1 +m2 = l1 + l2 + l3, or
E = L(n1P0)⊕ L(n2P0)⊕ L(n3P0) and
F = L(s1P0)⊗ E0 ⊕ L(s2P0) or
F = L(l1P0)⊕ L(l2P0)⊕ L(l3P0).
with n1 + n2 + n3 = 2s1 + 1 + s2 and n1 + n2 + n2 = l1 + l2 + l3. Then the Albert algebra
J (A,P , N) over X , P = HomX(F , E), is isomorphic to
(i)
[
End(E0) L(−aP0)⊗ E0
L(aP0)⊗ E∨0 OX
]
⊕
[
L(bP0)⊗ End(E0) L((−2b− a)P0)⊗ E0
L((a+ b)P0)⊗ E∨ L(−2bP0)
]
⊕
[
L(−bP0)⊗ End(E0) L((−a− b)P0)⊗ E0
L((a+ 2b)P0)⊗ E∨0 L(2bP0)
]
with a = m2 −m1, b = m1 − s1;
(ii)
[
End(E0) L(−aP0)⊗ E0
L(aP0)⊗ E0 OX
]
⊕
[
L(bP0)⊗ E0 L(cP0)⊗ E0 L(−(a+ b+ c+ 1)P0)⊗ E0
L((a+ b)P0) L((a+ c)P0) L(−(b+ c+ 1)P0)
]
⊕
 L(−bP0)⊗ E
∨
0 L(−(a+ b)P0)
L(−cP0)⊗ E∨0 L(−(a+ c)P0)
L((a+ b+ c+ 1)P0)⊗ E∨0 L((b+ c+ 1)P0)

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with a = m2 −m1, b = m1 − l1, c = m1 − l2;
(iii)  OX L(aP0) L(bP0)L(−aP0) OX L((b − a)P0)
L(−bP0) L((a− b)P0) OX

⊕
 L(cP0)⊗ E
∨
0 L((a+ b− 2c+ 1)P0)
L((c− a)P0)⊗ E∨0 L((b − 2c+ 1)P0)
L((c− b)P0)⊗ E∨0 L((a− 2c+ 1)P0)

⊕
[
L(−cP0)⊗ E0 L((a− c)P0)⊗ E0 L((b− c)P0)⊗ E0
L((2c− a− b− 1)P0) L((2c− b− 1)P0) L((2c− a− 1)P0)
]
with a = n2 − n1, b = n1 − n3, c = n1 − s1;
(iv)  OX L(aP0) L(bP0)L(−aP0) OX L((b − a)P0)
L(−bP0) L((a− b)P0) OX

⊕
 L(cP0) L((a + d)P0) L((b − c− d)P0)L((c− a)P0) L(dP0) L((b − a− c− d)P0)
L((c− b)P0) L((a− b+ d)P0) L((−c− d)P0)

⊕
 L(−cP0) L((a− c)P0) L((b − c)P0)L((−a− d)P0) L(−dP0) L((b − a− d)P0)
L((−b+ c+ d)P0) L((a− b+ c+ d)P0) L((c + d)P0)

with a = n1 − n2, b = n1 − n3, c = n1 − l1 and d = n2 − l2.
(b) ([Ach1, 4.5]) Let X be rational. Let E , F be two locally free OX -modules of constant
rank 3 such there exists an isomorphism α : det E → detF . Then
E = L(n1)⊕ L(n2)⊕ L(n3) and
F = L(l1)⊕ L(l2)⊕ L(l3)
with ni, li ∈ Z such that n1 + n2 + n3 = l1 + l2 + l3. Put A = EndX(E), a = n1 − n2,
b = n1 − n3, c = n1 − l1 and d = n2 − l2, then J (A,P , N) with P = HomX(F , E) is an
Albert algebra over X as described in (a) (iv).
Theorem 2. ([Ach1, 4.7]) Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let X = P1k. Let J
be an Albert algebra over X which contains A+ as a subalgebra, where A is an Azumaya
algebra of constant rank 9 over X. Then J is defined over k or J = J (A,P , N) as in
Example 2 (b).
Proof. We know that either A ∼= EndX(L(n1P0) ⊕ L(n2P0) ⊕ L(n3P0)) or A ∼= A ⊗k OX
with A a central simple division algebra over k of degree 3 [Kn2]. We still have to show that
J is defined over k in the second case: Then P ∼= (A⊗OX )⊗OX(m) for some m ∈ Z [Kn1,
VII.(3.1.)]. If N is the norm on A⊗k OX , then
OX ∼= N(P) ∼= N((A⊗OX)⊗OX(m)) ∼= OX(3m)
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implies m = 0, hence the assertion. 
Corollary 1. Let X be a nonrational curve over a field k of characteristic zero. Let J
be an Albert algebra over X which contains A+ as a subalgebra, where A = A ⊗k OX with
A a central simple division algebra over k of degree 3. Then every first Tits construction
J = J (A,P , N) is defined over k.
Proof. Let k′ be a splitting field of D0, put X
′ = X ×k k′. Then X ′ is rational and
J ⊗ OX′ = J (A,P , N) is defined over k by the proof of Theorem 2. Hence J is globally
free as OX -module and thus defined over k [Pu2, Lemma 2]. 
For arbitrary base fields, we obtain the same result with a more tedious proof:
Theorem 3. Let X be nonrational and let J be an Albert algebra over X which contains
A+ as a subalgebra, where A = A⊗k OX with A a central simple division algebra over k of
degree 3. Then every first Tits construction J = J (A,P , N) is defined over k.
Proof. Let l be a cubic splitting field of the algebra A, put Y = X ×k l. Then Y is still
nonrational. For J = J (A,P , N) we have J ⊗ OY = J (A ⊗ OY ,P ⊗ OY , N ⊗ OY ) and
A⊗OY ∼= Mat3(OY ). Now P ⊗OY is isomorphic to L(−s1P0)⊗ E
∨
0 L((2s1 + 1)P0)
L(−s1P0)⊗ E∨0 L((2s1 + 1)P0)
L(−s1P0)⊗ E∨0 L((2s1 + 1)P0)

or  L(−l1P0) L(−l2P0) L((l1 + l2)P0)L(−l1P0) L(−l2P0) L((l1 + l2)P0)
L(−l1P0) L(−l2P0) L((l1 + l2)P0)
 ,
hence
P ∼= (L(−s1P0)⊗ E
∨
0 )
3 ⊕ L((2s1 + 1)P0)
3
or
P ∼= L(−l1P0)
3 ⊕ L(−l2P0)
3 ⊕ L((l1 + l2)P0)
3
as OX -module. Suppose the first. The left A-module structure of P amounts to a homo-
morphism A → EndX(P) of OX -algebras. We have
EndX(P) ∼=
[
Mat3(EndX(E0)) Mat3(L(−(3s1 + 1)P0)⊗ E∨0 )
Mat3(L((3s1 + 1)P0)⊗ E0) Mat3(OX)
]
.
Now (L((3s1+1)P0)⊗E0)⊗OX′ ∼= OX′((3s1+1)2+1)2 for X ′ = X⊗k k′, k′ a quadratic
splitting field of D0, so if (3s1 + 1)2 + 1 = 6s1 + 3 < 0 then
H0(X,L((3s1 + 1)P0)⊗ E0) = 0
and by passing to the global sections, the above homomorphism induces a homomorphism
of k-algebras of the type
ϕ : A→
[
A Mat3(∗)
0 Mat3(k)
]
.
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Following ϕ with the projection to the lower right-hand corner of the block-matrices yields
a homomorphism A→ Mat3(k), a contradiction. The same argument works for 6s1+3 > 0.
Thus 6s1 + 3 = 0 which is a contradiction, because s1 is an integer. We conclude that P
can never have this form. Thus
P ∼= L(−l1P0)
3 ⊕ L(−l2P0)
3 ⊕ L((l1 + l2)P0)
3
as OX -module. The left A-module structure of P again amounts to a homomorphism
A → EndX(P) of OX -algebras. We have
EndX(P) ∼=
 Mat3(OX) Mat3(L(−l1 + l2)P0) Mat3(L(−(2l1 + l2)P0)Mat3(L(l1 − l2)P0) Mat3(OX) Mat3(L(−(2l2 + l1)P0)
Mat3(L((2l1 + l2)P0) Mat3(L((2l2 + l1)P0) Mat3(OX)
 .
Say, l1 − l2 < 0, then
H0(X, EndX(P)) ∼= Mat3(k) H
0(X,Mat3(L(−l1 + l2)P0)) H0(Mat3(L(−(2l1 + l2)P0))
0 Mat3(k) H
0(Mat3(L(−(2l2 + l1)P0))
H0(Mat3(L((2l1 + l2)P0)) H
0(Mat3(L((2l2 + l1)P0)) Mat3(k)
 .
Following ϕ with the projection to the upper left-hand corner of the block-matrices yields
a homomorphism A→ Mat3(k), a contradiction. The same argument works for l1 − l2 > 0.
Thus l1 − l2 = 0, and
H0(X, EndX(P)) ∼= Mat3(k) Mat3(k) H
0(X,Mat3(L(−3l1P0))
Mat3(k) Mat3(k) H
0(Mat3(L(−3l1P0))
H0(X,Mat3(L(3l1P0)) H0(X,Mat3(L(3l1P0)) Mat3(k)
 .
We conclude that
P ∼= L(−l1P0)
3 ⊕ L(−l1P0)
3 ⊕ L(2l1P0)
3.
Try to assume that l1 < 0, then H
0(X,Mat3(L(3l1P0)) = 0 and
H0(X, EndX(P)) ∼= Mat3(k) Mat3(k) H
0(X,Mat3(L(−3l1P0))
Mat3(k) Mat3(k) H
0(Mat3(L(−3l1P0))
H0(X,Mat3(L(3l1P0)) 0 Mat3(k)
 .
The same argument yields a contradiction. The same works with l1 > 0, so l1 = 0 and we
get
P ∼= O9X
is globally free. Hence J is defined over k. 
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Corollary 2. Let X be a nonrational curve over a field k of characteristic zero. Let J
be an Albert algebra over X which contains A+ as a subalgebra, where A = A ⊗OX is an
Azumaya algebra of rank 9 over X which is defined over k. Then J is defined over k or
J = J (A,P , N) as in Example 2 (a).
Corollary 3. Let X be a nonrational curve over a field k of characteristic zero. Let J
be an Albert algebra over X which contains A+ as a subalgebra, where A is an Azumaya
algebra of constant rank 9 over X such that A(ξ) is a division algebra. Then J is defined
over k.
Proof. Let k′ be a quadratic splitting field of the quaternion algebra associated to X , put
X ′ = X ×k k′. Let K be the function field of X and K ′ = K ⊗k k′ the one of X ′. If J is
not defined over k, then A is not defined over k (Theorem 3) and A⊗OX′ ∼= EndX(E ′) with
E ′ not globally free. Our assumption that A(ξ) is a division algebra excludes the case that
A ∼= EndX(E) for some E of rank 3. Thus A 6∼= EndX(E) and A ⊗OX′ ∼= EndX(E ′) implies
that A(ξ)⊗KK ′ ∼= Mat3(K ′). Since K ′ is a quadratic field extension of K and hence cannot
be a splitting field of the central simple division algebra A(ξ), this is a contradiction. 
It does not seem clear if, for a nonrational curve, there are Azumaya algebras of constant
rank 9 other than those defined over k or those of the type considered in Example 2 (a). If
not, the above results would completely classify the Albert algebras over a nonrational curve
over a field of characteristic zero which are first Tits constructions. The underlying module
structure of the Albert algebra H3(C,Γ) in Example 1 (7) is not covered in the cases of
Example 2 (a). Thus it cannot be a first Tits construction starting with one of the Azumaya
algebras we considered so far. It might be possible to obtain it as a Tits process.
4. Albert algebras over curves of genus zero which are obtained by the
Tits process
Unless otherwise specified, we keep the notations of Section 3.
4.1. Let X = P1k and k be a field of characteristic 0. Let K be a quadratic field extension
of k with Gal(K/k) = 〈ω〉 and put X ′ = X ×k K. To simplify notation, we write OX(m)
instead of L(mP0).
Theorem 4. Let (B, ∗) be a central simple associative algebra of degree 3 over k with
involution of the second kind. Suppose that K = CentB and that B is a division algebra
over K. Let ∗B = ∗ ⊗ OX′ .
Suppose J is an Albert algebra over X containing H(B, ∗B) ∼= H(B, ∗) ⊗k OX as a
subalgebra. Then J ∼= J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗) is defined over k.
Proof. With (B, ∗) a central simple algebra of degree 3 over k with involution of the second
kind [KMRT, p. 20], B = B ⊗K OX′ is an Azumaya algebra of rank 9 over X ′. The Albert
algebra J ⊗ OX′ contains the subalgebra B+ ∼= B+ ⊗ OX′ [Pu2, Lemma 4], thus is a
first Tits construction starting with B+ [Pu2, Proposition 3] and therefore defined over K
(Theorem 2). As such it must be globally free as OX′ -module. Therefore J is globally free
as OX -module and thus defined over k [Pu2, Lemma 1]. 
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Lemma 5. If the vector bundle
E = OX′(m1)⊕OX′(m2)⊕OX′(m3)
admits a regular hermitian form h, then
(E , h) ∼= 〈a〉 ⊕ (OX′(m)⊕OX′(−m),H),
or E is globally free and (E , h) ∼= 〈a, b, c〉 with a, b, c ∈ K×.
Proof. Since E ∼= ωE∨, the Theorem of Krull-Schmidt implies that either OX′(mi) ∼=
ωOX′(mi)∨ for all i or that OX′(m1) ∼= ωOX′(m1)∨ and OX′(m2) ∼=
ω OX′(m3)∨. Now
OX′(m) ∼= ωOX′(m) for all m ∈ Z since the bundle OX′(m) is already defined over X and
thus OX′(m) ∼= ωOX′(m)∨ iff m = 0. 
This leads to the following result:
Theorem 5. The Azumaya algebra
B = EndX′(OX′ ⊕OX′(m)⊕OX′(−m))
of rank 9 over X ′ permits an involution ∗B, which is adjoint to the hermitian form h defined
on OX′ ⊕ OX′(m) ⊕ OX′(−m). The Tits process J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗) has the following
underlying OX-module structure:
H(B, ∗B) ∼= O
3
X′ ⊕OX′(m)
2 ⊕OX′(−m)
2 ⊕OX′(2m)⊕OX′(−2m)
as OX -module and
P ∼= OX(n1)⊕OX(n2)⊕OX(−(n1 + n2))
⊕OX(−m+ n1)⊕OX(−m+ n2)⊕OX(−m− (n1 + n2))
⊕OX(m+ n1)⊕OX(m+ n2)⊕OX(m− (n1 + n2))
⊕OX(−n1)⊕OX(−n2)⊕OX(n1 + n2)
⊕OX(m− n1)⊕OX(m− n2)⊕OX(m+ n1 + n2)
⊕OX(−m− n1)⊕OX(−m− n2)⊕OX(−m+ n1 + n2).
as OX -module.
Proof. We have H(OX′ , ∗B) = OX . B, O′X = OX′ , ∗B are suitable for the Tits process
J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗). The involution ∗B is given by σh and
H(B, ∗B)⊗OX′ ∼=
 OX′ OX′(−m) OX′(m)OX′(−m) OX′ OX′(2m)
OX′(−m) OX′(−2m) OX′

implies the OX -module structure of H(B, ∗B). Since J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗)⊗OX′ contains
B+ it is a first Tits construction J (B,P0, N0) where
P0 ∼= HomOX′ (G,OX′ ⊕OX′(m)⊕OX′(−m))
for a vector bundle G of rank 3 with detG ∼= OX′ ; i.e.,
G ∼= OX′(n1)⊕OX′(n2)⊕OX′(−(n1 + n2))
(ni ∈ Z). By [Pu2, Proposition 3], we obtain the assertion. 
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Remark 2. If B is an Azumaya algebra over X ′ of rank 9 then either B ∼= B0 ⊗ OX′ for
some central simple division algebra over k or
B ∼= EndX′(OX′(m1)⊕OX′(m2)⊕OX′(m3))
with mi ∈ Z arbitrary [Kn1, VII.(3.1.1)]. The case that B is defined over k and admits
an involution ∗B is covered in Theorem 5. The case that B is not defined over k and
OX′(m1)⊕OX′(m2)⊕OX′(m3) admits a regular hermitian form ∗B is covered in Theorem
6. Suppose
B ∼= EndX′(OX′(m1)⊕OX′(m2)⊕OX′(m3))
admits an involution of the desired type which is not the adjoint involution of some h. Then
H(B, ∗B)⊗OX′ ∼= B
+ ∼=
 OX′ OX′(a) OX′(b)OX′(−a) OX′ OX′(b − a)
OX′(−b) OX′(a− b) OX′

(a = m1 −m2, b = m1 −m3) implies that
H(B, ∗B) ∼= O
3
X′ ⊕OX′(a)⊕OX′(−a)⊕OX′(b)⊕OX′(−b)⊕OX′(a− b)⊕OX′(b − a).
4.2. Now let X be a nonrational curve over a field k. Let k′ be a separable quadratic field
extension of k with Gal(k′/k) = 〈ω〉 which is a splitting field of the quaternion division
algebra associated to X . Let X ′ = X ×k k
′. Then
B = EndX′(OX′ ⊕OX′(m)⊕OX′(−m))
is an Azumaya algebra of rank 9 over X ′ permitting an involution ∗B (adjoint to the her-
mitian form defined on OX′ ⊕ OX′(m) ⊕ OX′(−m)) such that H(OX′ , ∗B) = OX and B,
O′X = OX′ and ∗B are suitable for the Tits process J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗).
Theorem 6. Let m = 2n be even. Then
H(B, ∗B) ∼= O
3
X ⊕ L(nP0)
2 ⊕ L(−nP0)
2 ⊕ L(2nP0)⊕ L(−2nP0).
For a Tits process J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗), the OX -module structure of P can be computed
for the following cases:
(1) If n1 = 2r1 and n2 = 2r2 are even then
P ∼= L(r1P0)⊕ L(r2P0)⊕ L(−(r1 + r2)P0)
⊕L((−n+ r1)P0)⊕ L((−n+ r2)P0)⊕ L((−n− (r1 + r2))P0)
⊕L((n+ r1)P0)⊕ L((n+ r2)P0)⊕ L((n− (r1 + r2))P0)
⊕L(−r1P0)⊕ L(−r2P0)⊕ L((r1 + r2)P0)
⊕L((n− r1)P0)⊕ L((n− r2)P0)⊕ L((n+ (r1 + r2))P0)
⊕L((−n− r1)P0)⊕ L((−n− r2)P0)⊕ L((n+ (r1 − r2))P0).
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(2) If n1 = 2r1 + 1 odd and n2 = 2r2 even then
P ∼= trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L(r1P0)⊕ L(r2P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊗ L(−(r1 + r2)P0)
⊕trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((−n+ r1)P0)⊕ L((−n+ r2)P0)⊕
trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊗ L((−n− (r1 + r2))P0)
⊕trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((n+ r1)P0)⊕ L((n+ r2)P0)⊕
trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊗ L((n− (r1 + r2))P0)
⊕L(−r2P0)⊕ L((r2 − n)P0)⊕ L((−n− r2)P0).
(3) If n1 = 2r1 + 1 and n2 = 2r2 + 1 both are odd then
P ∼= trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L(r1P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L(r2P0)⊕ L(−(r1 + r2 + 1)P0)
⊕trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((−n+ r1)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((−n+ r2)P0)⊕
L((−n− (r1 + r2 + 1))P0)⊕
trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((n+ r1)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((n+ r2)P0)⊕ L((n− (r1 + r2 + 1))P0)
⊕L((r1 + r2 + 1)P0)⊕ L((n+ r1 + r2 + 1)P0)⊕
L((−nr1 + r2 + 1)P0).
Theorem 7. Let m = 2n+ 1 be odd. Then
H(B, ∗B) ∼= O3X ⊕ L(nP0)⊗ trk′/k(OX′(1))⊕ L(−nP0)⊗ trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊕
L((2n+ 1)P0)⊕ L(−(2n+ 1)P0)
is the underlying OX -module structure. For a Tits process J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗), the OX -
module structure of P can be computed for the following cases:
(1) If n1 = 2r1 and n2 = 2r2 are even then
P ∼= L(r1P0)⊕ L(r2P0)⊕ L(−(r1 + r2)P0)
⊕L(−r1P0)⊕ L(−r2P0)⊕ L((r1 + r2)P0)
⊕trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊗ L((−n+ r1)P0)⊕
trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊗ L((−n+ r2)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊗ L((−n− r1 − r2)P0)
⊕trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((n + r1)P0)⊕
trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((n+ r2)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((n− r1 − r2)P0)
(2) If w.l.o.g. n1 = 2r1 + 1 is odd and n2 = 2r2 even then
P ∼= trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L(r1P0)⊕ L(r2P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊗ L((r2 − r1)P0)
⊕L((−n+ r1)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊗ L((−n+ r2)P0)⊕ L((−(n+ r1 + r2 + 1))P0)
⊕L((n+ r1 + 1)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((n+ r2)P0)⊕
trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊗ L((n− (r1 + r2))P0).
(3) If n1 = 2r1 + 1 and n2 = 2r2 + 1 are all odd then
P ∼= trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L(r1P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L(r2P0)⊕ L(−(r1 + r2 + 1)P0)
⊕L((−n+ r1)P0)⊕ L((−n+ r2)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(−1))⊗ L((−n− (r1 + r2 + 1))P0)
⊕L((n+ r1 + 1)P0)⊕ L((n+ r2 + 1)P0)⊕ trk′/k(OX′(1))⊗ L((n− (r1 + r2 + 1))P0)
⊕L(−r2P0)⊕ L((n − r1)P0)⊕ L((n− r2)P0)⊕ L((−n− r1 − 1)P0)⊕ L((−n− r2 − 1)P0).
We prove Theorems 7 and 8 together:
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Proof. Since J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗)⊗OX′ contains B+, it is a first Tits construction J (B,P0, N0),
where
P0 ∼= HomOX′ (G,OX′ ⊕OX′(m)⊕OX′(−m))
for a vector bundle G of rank 3 with detG ∼= OX′ ; i.e.,
G ∼= OX′(n1)⊕OX′(n2)⊕OX′(−(n1 + n2))
(ni ∈ Z). The proof of Theorem 6 gives the OX′ -structure of B and P ⊗ OX′ which imply
the assertion using [AEJ1] since we have
P ⊗OX′ ∼=
OX′(n1)⊕OX′(n2)⊕OX′(−(n1 + n2))
⊕OX′(−m+ n1)⊕OX′(−m+ n2)⊕OX′(−m− (n1 + n2))
⊕OX′(m+ n1)⊕OX′(m+ n2)⊕OX′(m− (n1 + n2))
⊕OX′(−n1)⊕OX′(−n2)⊕OX′(n1 + n2)
⊕OX′(m− n1)⊕OX′(m− n2)⊕OX′(m+ n1 + n2)
⊕OX′(−m− n1)⊕OX′(−m− n2)⊕OX′(−m+ n1 + n2).
By [Pu2, Proposition 3], ωOX′(m) ∼= OX′(−m) if m is odd. A case-by-case study yields the
assertion. 
It is not clear if all these cases occur.
Theorem 8. Assume that, in the situation of Theorem 7, k′ is not a splitting field of the
quaternion division algebra associated to X. Then
B = EndX′(OX′ ⊕ L(mP0)⊕ L(−mP0))
is an Azumaya algebra of rank 9 over X ′ permitting an involution ∗B adjoint to the hermitian
form defined on OX′ ⊕ L(mP0) ⊕ L(−mP0). The Tits process J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗) has
the following underlying OX-module structure:
H(B, ∗B) ∼= O
3
X ⊕ L(mP0)
2 ⊕ L(−mP0)
2 ⊕ L(2mP0)⊕ L(−2mP0)
as OX -module and either
P ∼= L(n1P0)⊕ L(n2P0)⊕ L(−(n1 + n2)P0)
⊕L((−m+ n1)P0)⊕ L((−m+ n2)P0)⊕ L(−m− (n1 + n2)P0)
⊕L((m+ n1)P0)⊕ L((m+ n2)P0)⊕ L((m− (n1 + n2))P0)
⊕L(−n1P0)⊕ L(−n2P0)⊕ L((n1 + n2)P0)
⊕L((m− n1)P0)⊕ L((m− n2)P0)⊕ L((m+ n1 + n2)P0)
⊕L((−m− n1)P0)⊕ L((−m− n2)P0)⊕ L((−m+ n1 + n2)P0).
for arbitrarily chosen ni ∈ Z, or
P ∼= L((2n+ 1)P0)⊕ L(−nP0)⊗ trl/k(O(−1))⊕
L((2n+m+ 1)P0)⊕ L((m− n)P0)⊗ trl/k(O(−1))⊕
L((2n−m+ 1)P0)⊕ L((−m− n)P0)⊗ trl/k(O(−1))⊕
L(−(2n+ 1)P0)⊕ L(nP0)⊗ trl′/k′(O(1))⊕
L(−(2n+m+ 1)P0)⊕ L(−(m− n)P0)⊗ trl/k(O(1))⊕
L(−(2n−m+ 1)P0)⊕ L(−(−m− n)P0)⊗ trl/k(O(1))
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for arbitrarily chosen n ∈ Z, where l is a separable quadratic splitting field of D0.
Proof. We haveH(OX′ , ∗B) = OX and B, O′X = OX′ and ∗B are suitable for the Tits process
J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗). Since J (B,H(B, ∗B),P , N, ∗) ⊗ OX′ contains B+ it is a first Tits
construction J (B,P0, N0) where
P0 ∼= HomOX′ (G,OX′ ⊕ L(m) ⊕ L(−m))
for a vector bundle G of rank 3 with detG ∼= OX′ ; i.e.,
G ∼= L(n1P0)⊕ L(n2P0)⊕ L(−(n1 + n2)P0)
or
G ∼= L(−(2n+ 1)P0)⊕ L(nP0)⊗ trl′/k′(OXl′ (1))
for a quadratic field extension l′/k′ which splits the quaternion division algebra associated
with X ′ (ni ∈ Z). In the first case, the OX′-structure of B and P ⊗ OX′ can be computed
as in the proof of Theorem 8 and in the second, we get
P0 ∼= L((2n+ 1)P0)⊕ L(−nP0)⊗ trl′/k′ (O(−1))⊕
L((2n+m+ 1)P0)⊕ L((m− n)P0)⊗ trl′/k′ (O(−1))⊕
L((2n−m+ 1)P0)⊕ L((−m− n)P0)⊗ trl′/k′(O(−1))
and P ⊗ OX′ ∼= P0 ⊕ P∨0 . These imply the assertion using [AEJ1] and the fact that every
line bundle over X ′ is already defined over X here. 
The cases treated in the above theorem are the only ones where the hermitian form
h : E →ω E∨ on E is not defined over k and B = EndOX′ (E), if k has characteristic 0. It is
not clear, however, whether all cases appear, since we only worked with necessary conditions
when restricting the module structure of P .
5. Elliptic curves
The advantage of working over elliptic curves instead of curves of genus zero is that there
are also bundles of degree higher than 2 which are indecomposable which contribute to more
interesting examples of Jordan algebras. The vector bundles are well-understood, we will
use the results and terminology from Atiyah [At] and Arason, Elman and Jacob [AEJ1,2,3].
Let k be a field of characterisitc not 2 or 3. An elliptic curve X/k can be described by a
Weierstraß equation of the form
y2 = x3 + b2x
2 + b1x+ b0 (bi ∈ k)
with the infinite point as base point O. Let q(x) = x3 + b2x
2 + b1x + b0 be the defining
polynomial in k[x]. The k-rational points of order 2 on X are the points (a, 0), where a ∈ k
is a root of q(x). Let K = k(X) = k(x,
√
q(x)) be the function field of X . We distinguish
three different cases (cf. [AEJ3]).
Case I. X has three k-rational points of order 2 which is equivalent to 2Pic(X) ∼= Z2×Z2.
Write q(x) = (x−a1)(x−a2)(x−a3) and 2Pic(X) = {OX ,L1,L2,L3} where Li corresponds
with the point (ai, 0) for i = 1, 2, 3.
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Case II. X has one k-rational point of order 2 which is equivalent to 2Pic(X) ∼= Z2. Write
q(x) = (x − a1)q1(x) and 2Pic(X) = {OX ,L1} with L1 corresponding with (a1, 0). Define
ℓ2 = k(a2) with a2 a root of q1,K2 = K ⊗k ℓ2.
Case III. X has no k-rational point of order 2 which is equivalent to 2Pic(X) = {OX}.
Define ℓ1 = k(a1) with a1 a root of the irreducible polynomial q(x), K1 = K ⊗k ℓ1 and let
∆(q) = (a1 − a2)
2(a1 − a3)
2(a2 − a3)
2 be the discriminant of q.
Correspondingly, X/k is called of type I, II or III. We denote the absolutely indecompos-
able vector bundle of rank r and degree 0 with nontrivial global sections (which is uniquely
determined up to isomorphism [At, Theorem 5]) by Fr. Let k be an algebraic closure of k
and let X = X ×k k.
For simplicity, we assume from now on that k has characteristic zero. Then let Ni denote
a line bundle of order 3 on X . There is a nondegenerate cubic form on Ni, which is uniquely
determined up to an invertible factor in k [Pu2, Lemma 1]. Now 3Pic(X) = {Ni | 0 ≤ 1 ≤ 8}
where N0 = OX [At, Lemma 22]. Hence 3Pic(X) = {Ni | 0 ≤ 1 ≤ m} for some even integer
m, 0 ≤ m ≤ 8, where N0 = OX .
Let l/k be a finite field extension. For a vector bundle N on Y = X×k ℓ, the direct image
f∗N of N under the projection morphism f : Y → X is a vector bundle on X denoted by
trl/k(N ).
Lemma 6. Let l/k be a quadratic field extension with Gal(l/k) = 〈ω〉. Let Xl = X ×k l.
(i) If X has type I or III, or type II and l 6∼= l2, then every Tits process over X starting with
B = OXl and ∗B = ω is defined over k.
(ii) Let X be of type II and l ∼= l2. If there is a line bundle Ni over Xl of order 3
which is not defined over X and satisfies ωNi ∼= N∨i , then there is a Tits process J =
J (OXl ,OX ,Ni, N, ∗)
∼= OX ⊕Ni which is not defined over X. Otherwise every Tits process
starting with B = OXl and ∗B = ω is defined over X.
Proof. (i) If X is of type III, then so is Xl and thus each P ∈ PicOXl is defined over X
which implies ωP ∼= P . If P ∈ PicOXl is OX -admissible, then
ωP ∼= P∨ and hence P ∼= P∨.
Therefore P ∼= OXl and so the Tits process J = J (OXl ,OX ,P , N, ∗) is globally free as
OX -module, implying that it is defined over k [Pu2, Lemma 1].
If X is of type I then so is Xl and thus each P ∈ PicOXl is defined over X . If X is of
type II and l 6∼= l2, then so is Xl and thus each P ∈ PicOXl is defined over X . Again this
implies that in both cases, the Tits process J = J (OXl ,OX ,P , N, ∗) is defined over k.
(ii) Since l ∼= l2, Xl is of type I. Now NOXl (L ⊗ OXl)
∼= L3 ∼= OXl for a line bundle L over
Xl, if and only if L ∼= Ni for some i. Let P ∈ PicOXl be OX -admissible, then P
∼= Ni and
ωNi ∼= N∨i . If Ni is already defined over X , this implies Ni
∼= OXl . (If Ni is nontrivial and
defined over X , this would yield the contradiction that Ni ∼= N∨i .) 
Lemma 7. Every first Tits construction starting with OX is isomorphic to J (OX ,Ni, Ni)
with Ni : Ni → OX a nondegenerate cubic form on Ni.
By the Theorem of Krull-Schmidt, J (OX ,Ni, Ni) 6∼= J (OX ,Nj , Nj) if Ni 6∼= Nj and
Ni 6∼= N∨j . Hence if m = 2 there are at least two non-isomorphic such constructions, if
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m = 4 at least three, if m = 6 at least four and if m = 8 there are at least five non-
isomorphic ones.
We thus have found examples of commutative associative algebras A = J (OX ,L, N)
over X , which are not defined over k, where A(P ) is a cubic e´tale algebra over k(P ) for all
P ∈ SpecX .
Remark 3. (analogously to [AEJ3, p. 11]) To a rational point P ∈ X there corresponds an
absolutely indecomposable vector bundle E(P ) of rank 3 and degree 1 such that det E(P ) ∼=
M(P ), where M(P ) ∈ Ω(1, 1) is the line bundle corresponding to P ∈ X (cf. [At], [Ti]).
There is an exact sequence
0→ OX → E(P ) →M(P ) → 0
of OX -modules. Let A(P ) = End(E(P )), then the norm of A(P ) is a nondegenerate cubic form
on A(P ). A(P ) is the direct sum of 9 line bundles over X of order dividing 3. OX embeds
into A(P ) canonically. Let N be a line bundle of order 3, then N ⊗ E(P ) is an absolutely
indecomposable vector bundle of rank 3 and degree 1 with det(N ⊗E(P )) ∼= det E(P ). Hence
N ⊗ E(P ) ∼= E(P ). Tensoring with E
∨
(P ) and identifying E(P ) ⊗ E
∨
(P ) and A(P ) we get an
isomorphismN⊗E(P ) ∼= E(P ) and in particular, an embedding of N = N⊗XOX ⊂ N⊗A(P )
into A(P ). This induces a cubic form on N .
It would be nice to be able to compute this cubic form along similar lines as it was done
in [AEJ3, 3.1] for a quadratic form.
6. E´tale First Tits constructions
We look at some cases where we can compute the e´tale First Tits construction.
Lemma 8. Let A = OX × OX × OX . The e´tale first Tits construction J (A,P , N) is a
Jordan algebra over X of rank 9 with underlying module structure
O3X ⊕ L⊕M⊕ (L
∨ ⊗M∨)⊕ L∨ ⊕M∨ ⊕ (L ⊗M),
for some line bundles L,M over X.
Proof. Every left A-module P of rank one with NA(P) ∼= OX satisfies
P ∼= L ⊕M⊕ (L∨ ⊗M∨)
for some line bundles L,M over X [Pu2, Example 8]. Choose an isomorphism α : L⊗M⊗
(L∨⊗M∨)→ OX , then N(x, y, z) = α(x⊗ y⊗ z) defines a norm on P and J (A,P , N) has
the underlying module structure claimed in the assertion. 
Proposition 3. Let k′/k be a quadratic field extension of k with Gal(k′/k) = 〈σ〉. Let
T = k′ ⊗OX . For A = OX × T , every left A-module P of rank one with NA(P) ∼= OX is
isomorphic to
L∨ ⊗ L∨ ⊕ T ⊗ L
as an OX-module, for any line bundle L over X. In particular, the e´tale first Tits construc-
tion J (A,P , N) has the direct sum of line bundles
O3X ⊕ L
∨ ⊗ L∨ ⊕ L⊕ L ⊕ L ⊗ L⊕ L∨ ⊕ L∨
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as underlying OX-module.
Proof. By [Pu2, Lemma 5], every left A-module P of rank one satisfies P ∼= L ⊕ P0 with
P0 ∈ PicT and a line bundle L ∈ PicX , and NA(P) ∼= OX iff L∨ ∼= NT (P0), where NT
denotes the norm on T . Let X ′ = X ×k k′. Identify PicX ′ and PicT . First, consider the
case that X has type I or III, or that X has type II and k′ is not isomorphic to l2. Then
the canonical map
PicX → PicX ′, L → L⊗OX′
is bijective. Hence every P0 ∈ Pic T is of the form P0 ∼= (k′ ⊗OX)⊗ L. We get
NT (P0) ∼= NT (T ⊗ L) ∼= L ⊗ L.
Hence each P , which can be used for the first Tits construction, is isomorphic to P ∼=
L∨ ⊗ L∨ ⊕ T ⊗ L.
Now let X have type II and k′ ∼= l2. Then X
′ is of type II and, by the above,
P ⊗OX′ ∼= L
′∨ ⊗ L′∨ ⊕ L′ ⊕ L′
for a line bundle L′ over X ′. If this line bundle is defined over X , then P ∼= L∨⊗L∨⊕T ⊗L
for some line bundle L. If it is not defined over X , we obtain a contradiction, since we know
that we must have P ∼= L⊕ P0 as OX -module for some line bundle L over X . 
Example 3. Let A = OX × T for some quadratic e´tale algebra T over X which is not
defined over k. Then X has type I or II.
(i) Suppose X has type I and T = Cay(OX ,Li, NLi) for i = 1, 2 or 3. For every line bundle
M over X , M⊗ T ∈ PicT and NT (M⊗ T ) ∼= M2. Thus P ∼= M∨2 ⊕M ⊗ T is a left
A-module of rank one such that NA(P) ∼= M∨2 ⊗ NT (M⊗ T ) ∼= OX and hence carries a
cubic norm N . Therefore
J (A,P , N) ∼= OX ⊕OX ⊕ Li ⊕M
∨2 ⊕M⊕M⊗Li ⊕M
2 ⊕M∨ ⊕M∨ ⊗ Li
as OX -module.
(ii) Suppose X has type II and T = Cay(OX ,L1, NL1). Now trl2/k(L2) ∈ PicT as well
[Pu1, 3.3]. For every line bundle M over X , we have M⊗ trl2/k(L2) ∈ PicT and NT (M⊗
trl2/k(L2))
∼=M2. Thus M∨2 ⊕ trl2/k(M⊗L2) is a left A-module P of rank one such that
NA(P) ∼=M∨2 ⊗NT (trl2/k(M⊗L2)
∼= OX and hence carries a cubic norm N . Therefore
J (A,P , N) ∼= OX ⊕OX ⊕ L3 ⊕M
∨2 ⊕ trl2/k(M⊗L2)⊕M
2 ⊕ trl2/k(M
∨ ⊗ L2)
for some line bundle M.
Proposition 4. Let k′/k be a cubic Galois field extension of k and Gal(k′/k) = {id, σ1, σ2}.
Let A = k′ ⊗OX .
(i) Let X be of type I or II, or let X have type III and k′ be not isomorphic to l1. Every left
A-module P of rank one with NA(P) ∼= OX is isomorphic to A⊗Ni.
(ii) Let X have type III and k′ ∼= l1. Every left A-module P of rank one with NA(P) ∼= OX
is a direct sum of line bundles isomorphic to A ⊗ Ni, or indecomposable and isomorphic
to trl1/k(N
′
i ), with N
′
i a line bundle of order 3 over X
′, which is not defined over X and
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satisfies N ′i
∼=σi N ′i for i = 1, 2.
In particular, the e´tale first Tits construction J (A,P , N) has the direct sum of line bundles
O3X ⊕N
3
i ⊕ [N
∨
i ]
3
as underlying module structure, or
O3X ⊕ trl1/k(N
′
i )⊕ trl1/k(N
′∨
i ),
if X has type III and k′ ∼= l1, with N ′i as in (ii).
Proof. Let X ′ = X ×k k′. Identify PicX ′ and PicA.
(i) The map
PicX → PicX ′, L → L⊗OX′ .
is bijective. Therefore every P ∈ PiclA is of the form P ∼= (k′ ⊗OX)⊗L. If N is the norm
of k′ ⊗k OX , then
OX ∼= N(P) ∼= N((k
′ ⊗OX)⊗ L) ∼= L
3
implies that L has order 3. Hence each P which can be used for the first Tits construction
satisfies P ∼= A⊗Ni.
(ii) By the above,
P ⊗OX′ ∼= N
′
i ⊕N
′
i ⊕N
′
i
for a line bundle N ′i over X
′ of order 3. If this line bundle is defined over X , then P ∼=
Ni ⊕ Ni ⊕ Ni for a line bundle Ni of order 3 over X . If it is not defined over X , then
P ∼= trl1/k(N
′
i ) is indecomposable. Moreover, then N
′
i ⊕ N
′
i ⊕ N
′
i
∼= N ′i ⊕
σ1 N ′i ⊕
σ2 N ′i
implies that N ′i
∼=σi N ′i for i = 1, 2, using Krull-Schmidt. 
It is not clear if and when case (ii) can happen. The well-known situation for line bundles
of order 2 over X is an indication that, if those of order 3 behave similarly, the condition
that N ′i
∼=σi N ′i for i = 1, 2, which is necessary for the line bundle N
′
i which is not supposed
to be defined over X , might never be true.
Example 4. Let A = J (OX ,Ni, Ni) with non-trivial Ni be a commutative associative Jor-
dan algebra over X of rank 3. For every 0 ≤ j ≤ m, the first Tits construction J (A,Nj , N)
yields a Jordan algebra over X of rank 9 for a suitable cubic form N : Ni ⊗ A → OX .
Therefore the underlying OX -module structure of such a construction is a direct sum of line
bundles of order 3:
(OX ⊕Ni ⊕N
2
i )⊕ (Nj ⊕Ni ⊗Nj ⊕N
2
i ⊗Nj)⊕ (N
2
j ⊕N
2
i ⊗N
2
j ⊕Ni ⊗N
2
j ).
Remark 4. Let E be a commutative associative OX -algebra of constant rank 3 such that
E(P ) is a cubic e´tale k(P )-algebra for all P ∈ X . Let ξ be the generic point of the elliptic
curve X .
(i) If the two e´tale first Tits constructions J = J (E ,P , βN) and J ′ = J (E ,P , β′N) are
isomorphic over X , then Jξ ∼= J ′ξ implies (P , N)ξ
∼= (Eξ, αNEξ) and so β ≡ β
′modNEξ(E
×
ξ )
or β ≡ β′2modNEξ(E
×
ξ ) by [P-T, 4.3].
(ii) If the two e´tale first Tits constructions J = J (E ,P , N) and J ′ = J (E ,P ′, N ′) are
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isomorphic over X , then Jξ ∼= J ′ξ implies (P , N)ξ
∼= (Eξ, α) and (P ′, N ′)ξ ∼= (Eξ, α′) with
α ≡ α′modNEξ(E
×
ξ ) or α ≡ α
′2modNEξ(E
×
ξ ).
7. Albert algebras over elliptic curves of the kind H3(C)
Although we do not have a full classifiacation of the octonion algebras over an elliptic
curve yet, the information we have so far serves us to give a class of examples of Albert
algebras of the kind H3(C). Obviously, the underlying OX -module structure of the Albert
algebra H3(C) is given by
O3X ⊕ C
3.
If C is a split octonion algebra over X , then H3(C) is a first Tits construction starting
with the Azumaya algebra Mat3(OX) [Pu2, Proposition 4]. Using [Pu1, Proposition 4.1] we
obtain:
Theorem 9. Let C be a split octonion algebra. Then the underlying OX-module structure
of the Albert algebra H3(C) is given by one of the following:
(i) O27X (and H3(C) is defined over k), if C
∼= Zork ⊗OX ;
(ii)
O9X ⊕ [L⊕N ⊕ L
∨ ⊗N∨]3 ⊕ [L∨ ⊕N∨ ⊕ L⊗N ]3
for line bundles L and N over X which are not both isomorphic to OX , if C ∼= Zor(L⊕N ⊕
L∨ ⊗N∨);
(iii)
O9X ⊕ [E ⊕ det E
∨]3 ⊕ [E∨ ⊕ det E ]3
for an absolutely indecomposable E ∈ Ω(2, d), if C ∼= Zor(E ⊕ det E∨). Given two absolutely
indecomposable E , E ′ ∈ Ω(2, d), the corresponding Albert algebras are not isomorphic, if
E 6∼= E ′ and E 6∼= E ′∨.
(iv)
O9X ⊕ [trl/k(N )⊕ (det trl/k(N ))
∨]3 ⊕ [trl/k(N )
∨ ⊕ (det trl/k(N ))]
3,
if C ∼= Zor(trl/k(N ) ⊕ (det trl/k(N ))
∨). Here, l/k is a quadratic field extension and N
a line bundle over Xl = X ×k l not defined over X. Given two indecomposable vector
bundles trl/k(N ) and trl′/k(N
′), the corresponding Albert algebras are not isomorphic, if
trl/k(N ) 6∼= trl′/k(N
′) and trl/k(N ) 6∼= trl′/k(N
′)∨.
(v)
O9X ⊕ [Ni ⊗F3]
3 ⊕ [N∨i ⊗F3]
3,
if C ∼= Zor(Ni ⊗ F3, α). For two non-isomorphic line bundles Ni and Nj of order 3 with
Ni 6∼= N∨j , the corresponding Albert algebras are not isomorphic.
(vi)
O9X ⊕ [trl/k(N )]
3 ⊕ [trl/k(N )
∨]3,
if C ∼= Zor(trl/k(N )). Here, l/k is a cubic field extension and N a line bundle over
Xl = X ×k l not defined over X. Given two indecomposable vector bundles trl/k(N ) and
trl′/k(N
′), the corresponding Albert algebras are not isomorphic, if trl/k(N ) 6∼= trl′/k(N
′)
and trl/k(N ) 6∼= trl′/k(N
′)∨.
The Albert algebras in cases (i) to (vi) are mutually non-isomorphic.
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Using [Pu1, Proposition 4.1] we obtain:
Theorem 10. Let C be a Cayley-Dickson doubling of the quaternion algebra EndX(F2).
Then the underlying OX-module structure of the Albert algebra H3(C) is given by one of the
following:
(i)
O9X ⊕ [F3 ⊕F3]
3
(ii)
O6X ⊕ [F3 ⊕ Li ⊕ Li ⊗F3]
3
with 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. For two non-isomorphic line bundles Li, Lj, i 6= j, the corresponding Albert
algebras are not isomorphic.
(iii)
O6X ⊕ [F3 ⊕ L⊗ F2 ⊕ L
∨ ⊗F2]
3
for any line bundle L over X;
(iv)
O6X ⊕ [F3 ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗F2)]
3,
where l/k is a quadratic field extension with Gal(l/k) = 〈σ〉 and N a line bundle over
Xl = X ×k l not defined over X, which is not self-dual and satisfies N∨ ∼=
σ N .
The Albert algebras in cases (i) to (iv) are mutually non-isomorphic. The ones in cases (ii)
to (iv) are not isomorphic to those listed in Theorem 9.
Let C be a Cayley-Dickson doubling of the quaternion algebra EndX(E) for an absolutely
indecomposable vector bundle E ∈ Ω(2, 1). Using [Pu1, Proposition 4.1] we obtain:
Theorem 11. Let X have type I. Then the underlying OX-module structure of the Albert
algebra H3(C) is given by one of the following:
(i)
O9X ⊕ L
6
1 ⊕ L
6
2 ⊕ L
6
3,
(ii)
O6X ⊕ [L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ L3 ⊕ L⊗ E ⊕ L
∨ ⊗ E∨]3,
for any line bundle L over X,
(iii)
O6X ⊕ [L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ L3 ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗ (E
∨ ⊗OXl))]
3.
Here, l/k is a quadratic field extension with Gal(l/k) = 〈σ〉 and N a line bundle over
Xl = X×k l not defined over X, which is not self-dual and satisfies N ∼=
σ N ∼= (det E⊗OXl).
The Albert algebras in case (iii) are mutually non-isomorphic to those in case (i) and (ii).
Within (i) and (ii) there is some obvious overlap. The algebras are all not isomorphic to
those listed in Theorem 10 and also not isomorphic to those listed in Theorem 9, cases (iii)
to (vi).
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Theorem 12. Let X have type II. Then the underlying OX-module structure of the Albert
algebra H3(C) is given by one of the following:
(i)
O9X ⊕ [L
2
1 ⊕ trl2/k(L2)
2]3,
(ii)
O9X ⊕ [L1 ⊕ trl2/k(L2)⊕ L⊗ E ⊕ L
∨ ⊗ E∨]3,
for any line bundle L over X,
(iii)
O9X ⊕ [L1 ⊕ trl2/k(L2)⊕ trl/k(N ⊗ (E
∨ ⊗OXl2 ))]
3.
Here, l/k is a quadratic field extension with Gal(l/k) = 〈σ〉 and N a line bundle over
Xl = X×k l not defined over X, which is not self-dual and satisfies N ∼=
σ N ∼= (det E⊗OXl).
The Albert algebras in cases (i) to (iii) are mutually non-isomorphic. The algebras are all
not isomorphic to those listed in Theorems 10 and 11.
Theorem 13. Let X have type III. Then the underlying OX-module structure of the Albert
algebra H3(C) is given by one of the following:
(i)
O9X ⊕ [trl1/k(L1)⊕ trl1/k(L1)]
3,
(ii)
O6X ⊕ [trl1/k(L1)⊕ L⊗ E ⊕ L
∨ ⊗ E∨]3,
for any line bundle L over X,
(iii)
O6X ⊕ [trl1/k(L1)⊕ trl/k(N ⊗ (E
∨ ⊗OXl2 ))]
3.
Here, l/k is a quadratic field extension with Gal(l/k) = 〈σ〉 and N a line bundle over
Xl = X×k l not defined over X, which is not self-dual and satisfies N ∼=
σ N ∼= (det E⊗OXl).
The Albert algebras in cases (i) to (iii) are mutually non-isomorphic. The algebras are all
not isomorphic to those listed in Theorems 10 and 11.
Compared to the results in Example 1, this is a first indication that there will be many
more Albert algebras over elliptic curves than over curves of genus one.
8. Albert algebras over elliptic curves obtained by a first Tits
construction
For every locally free OX -module E of constant rank 3, A = End(E) is an Azumaya
algebra of rank 9. We look at some examples, which follow directly from [At, Theorem 8,
Lemma 22], (iii) uses [AEJ3, 2.2]:
Lemma 9. (i) If E is absolutely indecomposable and E =M⊗F3, M ∈ PicX a line bundle,
then
A ∼= OX ⊕F3 ⊕F5
as OX -module.
(ii) If E is absolutely indecomposable and E ∈ Ω(3, d), gcd(3, d) = 1, then
A ∼= OX ⊕N1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Nm ⊕ trk1/k(N
′
j) · · · ⊕ trkj/k(N
′
j)
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as OX-module, for all line bundles N1, . . . ,Nm of order 3 over X and line bundles N ′i of
order 3 defined over Xi = X ×k ki for ki/k some field extension (and not defined over X),
0 ≤ i ≤ j, m depending on X and j depending on m.
(iii) If E is indecomposable, but not absolutely so, then there is a a suitable cubic field
extension l of k and a line bundle N over Y = X ×k l, which is not defined over X, such
that E = trl/k(N ) and A ∼= trl/k(N )⊗ trl/k(N
∨). If l/k is Galois, then
A ∼= O3X ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ1 N∨)⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ2 N∨)
where Gal(l/k) = {id, σ1, σ2}.
(iv) If E =M1 ⊕M2 ⊗F2, Mi ∈ PicX line bundles, then
A ∼=
[
OX End(M1,M2 ⊗F2)
End(M2 ⊗F2,M1) End(F2)
]
∼= OX ⊕M1 ⊗M
∨
2 ⊗F2 ⊕M
∨
1 ⊗M2 ⊗F2 ⊕OX ⊕F3
as OX -module.
(v) If E decomposes into the direct sum of a line bundle and an indecomposable (but not
absolutely indecomposable) vector bundle of rank 2, then there is a quadratic field extension
l/k with Gal(l/k) = 〈σ〉 and a line bundle N over Xl = X ×k l, which is not defined over
X, such that E =M⊕ trl/k(N ) and
A ∼=
[
OX Hom(M, trl/k(N ))
Hom(trl/k(N ),M) End(trl/k(N ))
]
with
End(trl/k(N )) ∼= O
2
X ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σN∨).
(vi) If E is the direct sum of line bundles E =M1 ⊕M2 ⊕M3, then
A ∼=
 OX Hom(M1,M2) Hom(M1,M3)Hom(M2,M1) OX Hom(M2,M3)
Hom(M3,M1) Hom(M3,M2) OX
 .
For an Azumaya algebraA = End(E), the locally free leftA-modules P withNA(P) ∼= OX
are of the kind
P ∼= E ⊗ F∨
with F locally free of rank 3 and detF ∼= detE . The cubic form N and the adjoint ♯ can be
computed correspondingly [Pu2, Example 9].
Example 5. We begin by considering the setup in Lemma 9 (i): Let M ∈ PicX be a line
bundle of degree 0 and put E = M⊗F3. (If the degree of M is nonzero, the argument is
more complicated, but the module structure is the same.) Then det E ∼=M3.
Let F be another locally free OX -module of constant rank 3 such that detF ∼=M3. We
have the following possibilities for F :
(1) F is absolutely indecomposable, for instance, F = N ⊗ F3 for some line bundle N
of degree 0 such that N 3 ∼=M3.
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(2) If F is indecomposable, but not absolutely indecomposable, then there is a cubic
field extension l/k such that F = trl/k(L) for some line bundle L of degree 0 over
Xl such that L ⊗ σ2L ⊗ σ3L ∼=M3.
(3) F = N ⊕ G for some line bundle N , and G is absolutely indecomposable of rank 2.
(4) F = N ⊕ G for some line bundle N and G is indecomposable, but not absolutely
indecomposable, of rank 2. Then there is a quadratic field extension l/k such that
F = N ⊕ trl/k(L) for some line bundle L over Xl. In particular, L⊗ σL ∼=M3.
(5) If F is the direct sum of line bundles Mi, then F =M1 ⊕M2 ⊕M∨1 ⊗M
∨
2 ⊗M
3.
Let P = HomX(F , E) = E ⊗ F
∨:
(1) If F = N ⊗ F3 is as in (1), then the OX -module structure of the Albert algebra
J (A,P , N) is isomorphic to
OX ⊕F3 ⊕F5 ⊕M⊗N∨ ⊕M⊗N∨ ⊗F3 ⊕M⊗N∨ ⊗F5⊕
M∨ ⊗N ⊕M∨ ⊗N ⊗F3 ⊕M∨ ⊗N ⊗F5.
In particular, we may choose M and N both of order 3.
(2) If F is as in (2), then the OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is isomorphic to
OX ⊕F3 ⊕F5 ⊕ trl/k(M⊗F3 ⊗ L
∨)⊕ trl/k(M
∨ ⊗F3 ⊗ L),
where M ⊗ F3 ⊗ L∨ and M∨ ⊗ F3 ⊗ L are viewed as bundles over Xl. Note that the
OX -modules P ∼= trl/k(M⊗F3 ⊗ L
∨) and P∨ ∼= trl/k(M
∨ ⊗ F3 ⊗ L) are indecomposable
of rank 9.
(3) If F = N ⊕ G as in (3), then the OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is isomorphic to
OX ⊕F3 ⊕F5 ⊕M⊗N
∨ ⊗F3 ⊕M⊗F3 ⊗ G
∨ ⊕M∨ ⊗N ⊗F3 ⊕M
∨ ⊗F3 ⊗ G.
In particular, we may choose M = OX in E and F = Ni ⊕Ni ⊗F2 and get
OX ⊕F3 ⊕F5 ⊕N
∨
i ⊗F3 ⊕F2 ⊕F4 ⊕Ni ⊗F3 ⊕F2 ⊕F4,
since F3 ⊗F2 ∼= F2 ⊕F4.
(4) If F = N ⊕trl/k(L) as in (4), then the OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is isomorphic
to
OX ⊕F3⊕F5⊕M⊗N
∨⊗F3⊕ trl/k(M⊗F3⊗L
∨)⊕M∨⊗N ⊗F3⊕ trl/k(M
∨⊗F3⊗L).
Note that the OX -modules trl/k(M⊗F3⊗L
∨) and trl/k(M
∨⊗F3⊗L) are indecomposable
of rank 6.
(5) If F is as in (5), then the OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is isomorphic to
OX ⊕F3 ⊕F5
⊕M⊗M∨1 ⊗F3 ⊕M⊗M
∨
2 ⊗F3 ⊕M⊗M1 ⊗M2 ⊗M
3∨ ⊗F3
⊕M∨ ⊗M1 ⊗F3 ⊕M∨ ⊗M2 ⊗F3 ⊕M∨ ⊗M∨1 ⊗M
∨
2 ⊗M
3 ⊗F3.
The Albert algebras obtained in the above cases are mutually non-isomorphic. They are
also not isomorphic to those in Theorems 10, 11, 12, 13 or 14.
Example 6. Let l/k be a cubic Galois field extension with Gal(l/k) = {id, σ1, σ2} and
E = trl/k(N ) for a line bundle N which is not defined over X , then
A ∼= O3X ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ1N )⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ2N )
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as in Lemma 9 (iii). Let F be another locally free OX -module of constant rank 3 such that
detF ∼= det E . We have the following possibilities for F :
(1) F ∈ Ω(3, d) is absolutely indecomposable, d = deg E . (If N is a line bundle of degree
0 then F must have degree 0, hence F = L ⊗ F3 for some line bundle L of degree
0 such that L3 ∼= det E , e.g., we might take E = trl/k(Ni) for some Ni not defined
over X , if that exists.)
(2) If F is indecomposable, but not absolutely indecomposable, then there is a cubic
field extension l′/k such that F = trl′/k(L) for some line bundle L over Xl′ , which
is not defined over X , such that L ⊗ ω2L ⊗ ω3L ∼= det E .
(3) F =M⊕G for some line bundle M and G is absolutely indecomposable of rank 2.
(4) F = M⊕ G for some line bundle M and G is indecomposable, but not absolutely
indecomposable, of rank 2. Then there is a quadratic field extension k′/k such that
F = M ⊕ trk′/k(L) for some line bundle L over X
′ = X ×k k
′. In particular,
L ⊗ σL ∼= det E .
(5) If F is the direct sum of line bundles then F =M1 ⊕M2 ⊕M∨1 ⊗M
∨
2 ⊗ det E .
Let P = HomX(F , E) = E ⊗ F∨.
(1) Suppose that N has degree 0. Then F = L⊗F3 for some line bundle L of degree 0 such
that L
3 ∼= N ⊗ σ1N ⊗ σ2N . The OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is isomorphic to
O3X ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ1N ) ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ2N )
⊕ trl/k(N ⊗L
∨ ⊗F3)⊕ trl/k(N
∨ ⊗ L⊗ F3).
Here, P ∼= trl/k(N ⊗L
∨ ⊗F3) and its dual are indecomposable of rank 9.
(2) Let F = trl′/k(L) be as in (2). The OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is given by
O3X ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ1N )⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ2N )
⊕ trl/k(N )⊗ trl′/k(L
∨)⊕ trl/k(N
∨)⊗ trl′/k(L).
(3) Let F =M⊕G be as in (3). The OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is given by
O3X ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ1N )⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ2N )
⊕ trl/k(N ⊗M
∨)⊕ trl/k(N ⊗ G
∨)⊕ trl/k(N
∨ ⊗M)⊕ trl/k(N
∨ ⊗ G).
The OX -module trl/k(N ⊗ G
∨) and its dual trl/k(N
∨ ⊗ G) is indecomposable of rank 6.
(4) Let F = M⊕ trk′/k(L) be as in (4). Then the OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is
given by
O3X ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ1N )⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ2N )
⊕ trl/k(N ⊗M
∨)⊕ trl/k(N ⊗ trk′/k(L
∨))⊕ trl/k(N
∨ ⊗M)⊕ trl/k(N
∨ ⊗ trk′/k(L)).
(5) Let F =M1⊕M2⊕M∨1 ⊗M
∨
2 ⊗ det E . Then the OX -module structure of J (A,P , N)
is given by
O3X ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ1N )⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σ2N )
⊕ trl/k(N ⊗M
∨
1 )⊕ trl/k(N ⊗M
∨
2 )⊕ trl/k(N ⊗M1 ⊗M2 ⊗ det E
∨)⊕
⊕ trl/k(N
∨ ⊗M1)⊕ trl/k(N
∨ ⊗M2)⊕ trl/k(N
∨ ⊗M∨1 ⊗M
∨
2 ⊗ det E).
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The Albert algebras obtained in the above cases are mutually non-isomorphic. They are
also non-isomorphic to the ones described in Example 5 and not isomorphic to those in
Theorems 10, 11, 12, 13 or 14.
Example 7. Let E = M1 ⊕M2 ⊗ F2 as in Lemma 9 (iv), with Mi ∈ PicX line bundles.
Then
A ∼=
[
OX Hom(M1,M2 ⊗F2)
Hom(M2 ⊗F2,M1) End(F2)
]
with End(F2) ∼= OX ⊕ F3. Let F be another locally free OX -module of constant rank 3
such that detF ∼= det E . We have the following possibilities for F :
(1) F ∈ Ω(3, d) is absolutely indecomposable, d = deg E .
(2) If F is indecomposable, but not absolutely indecomposable, then there is a cubic
field extension l′/k such that F = trl′/k(L) for some line bundle L over Xl′ such
that L ⊗ ω2L ⊗ ω3L ∼= det E .
(3) F =M⊕G for some line bundle M and G is absolutely indecomposable of rank 2.
(4) F = M⊕ G for some line bundle M and G is indecomposable, but not absolutely
indecomposable, of rank 2. Then there is a quadratic field extension k′/k such that
F = M⊕ trk′/k(L) for some line bundle M over X
′ = X ×k k′. In particular,
L ⊗ σL ∼= det E .
(5) If F is the direct sum of line bundles then F = L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ L∨1 ⊗ L
∨
2 ⊗ det E .
Let P = HomX(F , E) = E ⊗ F∨.
(1) Suppose that E has degree 0. Then F must have degree 0, hence F ∼= L ⊗ F3 for some
line bundle L of degree 0 such that L3 ∼= det E (e.g., take E = Ni ⊕Ni ⊗F2 for some Ni of
order 3 over X).
The OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is given by
[
OX Hom(M1,M2 ⊗F2)
Hom(M2 ⊗F2,M1) End(F2)
]
⊕M1 ⊗ L
∨ ⊗F3 ⊕M2 ⊗ L
∨ ⊗F2 ⊕M2 ⊗ L
∨ ⊗F4
⊕M∨1 ⊗ L⊗ F3 ⊕M
∨
2 ⊗ L⊗ F2 ⊕M
∨
2 ⊗ L⊗ F4.
(2) Let F = trl/k(L) be as in (2). Then the OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is given by
[
OX Hom(M1,M2 ⊗F2)
Hom(M2 ⊗F2,M1) End(F2)
]
⊕trl/k(M1 ⊗ L
∨)⊕ trl/k(M2 ⊗F2 ⊗ L
∨)
⊕trl/k(M
∨
1 ⊗ L)⊕ trl/k(M
∨
2 ⊗F2 ⊗ L).
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(3) Let F = M⊕G be as in (3), say we choose F = E for example. Then the OX -module
structure of J (A,P , N) is given by[
OX Hom(M1,M2 ⊗F2)
Hom(M2 ⊗F2,M1) End(F2)
]
⊕
[
OX HomX(M1 ⊗F2,M2)
HomX(M2,M1 ⊗F2) EndX(F2)
]
⊕
[
OX HomX(M2,M1 ⊗F2)
HomX(M1 ⊗F2,M2) EndX(F2)
]
.
with EndX(F2) ∼= OX ⊕F3.
(4) Let F = M⊕ trk′/k(L) for some line bundle M over X
′ = X ×k k′, k′/k a quadratic
field extension. Then the OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is given by[
OX Hom(M1,M2 ⊗F2)
Hom(M2 ⊗F2,M1) End(F2)
]
⊕
[
M1 ⊗M∨ trk′/k(M1 ⊗ L
∨)
HomX(M2 ⊗F2,M) trk′/k(M2 ⊗F2 ⊗ L
∨)
]
⊕
[
M∨1 ⊗M trk′/k(M
∨
1 ⊗ L)
HomX(M,M2 ⊗F2) trk′/k(M
∨
2 ⊗F2 ⊗ L)
]
.
(5) Let F = L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ L∨1 ⊗ L
∨
2 ⊗ det E . Then the OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is
given by [
OX Hom(M1,M2 ⊗ F2)
Hom(M2 ⊗F2,M1) End(F2)
]
⊕
[
M1 ⊗ L∨1 M1 ⊗ L
∨
2 M1 ⊗ L1 ⊗ L2 ⊗ det E
HomX(M2 ⊗F2,L1) HomX(M2 ⊗F2,L2) HomX(M2 ⊗F2,L∨1 ⊗ L
∨
2 ⊗ det E)
]
⊕
[
M∨1 ⊗ L1 M
∨
1 ⊗ L2 M
∨
1 ⊗ L
∨
1 ⊗ L
∨
2 ⊗ det E
∨
HomX(L1,M2 ⊗F2) HomX(L2,M2 ⊗F2) HomX(L∨1 ⊗ L
∨
2 ⊗ det E ,M2 ⊗F2)
]
.
The Albert algebras obtained in the above cases are mutually non-isomorphic. They are
also non-isomorphic to the ones described in Examples 5 and 6.
Example 8. Let l/k be a quadratic field extension with Gal(l/k) = {id, σ} and E =
M⊕ trl/k(N ) as in Lemma 9 (v). Then
A ∼=
[
OX Hom(M, trl/k(N ))
Hom(trl/k(N ),M) End(trl/k(N ))
]
and
End(trl/k(N )) ∼= trl/k(N ⊗N )⊕ trl/k(N ⊗
σN ).
Let F be another locally free OX -module of constant rank 3 such that detF ∼= det E . We
have the following possibilities for F :
(1) F ∈ Ω(3, d) is absolutely indecomposable, d = deg E .
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(2) If F is indecomposable, but not absolutely indecomposable, then there is a cubic
field extension l′/k such that F = trl′/k(L) for some line bundle L
′ over Xl′ such
that L′ ⊗ ω2L ⊗ ω3L ∼= det E .
(3) F =M⊕G for some line bundle M and G is absolutely indecomposable of rank 2.
(4) F = M⊕ G for some line bundle M and G is indecomposable, but not absolutely
indecomposable, of rank 2. Then there is a quadratic field extension k′/k such that
F = M⊕ trk′/k(L) for some line bundle M over X
′ = X ×k k′. In particular,
L ⊗ σL ∼= det E .
(5) If F is the direct sum of line bundles then F =M1 ⊕M2 ⊕M∨1 ⊗M
∨
2 ⊗ det E .
Let P = HomX(F , E) = E ⊗ F∨.
(1) Suppose that E has degree 0. Then F = L⊗F3 for some line bundle L of degree 0 such
that L3 ∼= det E and the OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is given by[
OX Hom(M, trl/k(N ))
Hom(trl/k(N ),M) End(trl/k(N ))
]
⊕M⊗L∨ ⊗F3 ⊕ trl/k(N ⊗L
∨ ⊗F3)⊕M
∨ ⊗ L⊗ F3 ⊕ trl/k(N
∨ ⊗ L⊗ F3)
(2) Let F = trl′/k(L). The OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is given by[
OX Hom(M, trl/k(N ))
Hom(trl/k(N ),M) End(trl/k(N ))
]
⊕trl′/k(M⊗L
∨)⊕ trl/k(N )⊗ trl′/k(L
∨)
⊕trl′/k(M
∨ ⊗ L)⊕ trl/k(N
∨)⊗ trl′/k(L).
(3) Let F = L ⊕ G for some line bundle L and G is absolutely indecomposable of rank 2.
The OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is given by[
OX Hom(M, trl/k(N ))
HomX(trl/k(N ),M) End(trl/k(N ))
]
⊕
[
M⊗L∨ M⊗G∨
trl/k(N ⊗L
∨) trl/k(N ⊗ G
∨)
]
⊕
[
M∨ ⊗ L M∨ ⊗ G
trl/k(N
∨ ⊗ L) trl/k(N
∨ ⊗ G)
]
.
(4) Suppose that F = E . The OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is given by[
OX Hom(M, trl/k(N ))
HomX(trl/k(N ),M) End(trl/k(N ))
]
⊕
[
OX trl/k(M⊗N
∨)
trl/k(N ⊗M
∨) trl/k(N ⊗N
∨)
]
⊕
[
OX trl/k(M
∨ ⊗N )
trl/k(N
∨ ⊗M) trl/k(N
∨ ⊗N )
]
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(5) Let F be as in (5). The OX -module structure of J (A,P , N) is given by[
OX Hom(M, trl/k(N ))
HomX(trl/k(N ),M) End(trl/k(N ))
]
⊕
[
M⊗M∨1 M⊗M
∨
2 M⊗M1 ⊗M2 ⊗ det E
∨
trl/k(N ⊗M
∨
1 ) trl/k(N ⊗M
∨
2 ) trl/k(N ⊗M1 ⊗M1 ⊗ det E
∨)
]
⊕
[
M∨ ⊗M1 M∨ ⊗M2 M⊗M∨1 ⊗M
∨
2 ⊗ det E
trl/k(N ⊗M
∨
1 ) trl/k(N ⊗M
∨
2 ) trl/k(N ⊗M1 ⊗M
∨
1 ⊗ det E)
]
The Albert algebras obtained in the above cases are mutually non-isomorphic. They are
also non-isomorphic to the ones described in Examples 5, 6 and 7.
Remark 5. We see that already by looking at the first Tits constructions starting with
trivial Azumaya algebras over an elliptic curve, we get a plenty of examples for Albert
algebras with an interesting module structure. When it comes to Azumaya algebras of a
different kind, it seems harder to explicitly compute the possible first Tits constructions. Let,
for instance, A = A⊗kOX be defined over k. There is the obvious choice P ∼= Ni⊗A⊗kOX
for a first Tits process, Apart from that, we can use that A ⊗ OX′ ∼= Mat3(OX) for any
cubic splitting field k′ of A, X ′ = X ×k k′, to show that a necessary condition on any left
A-module P of rank one and norm one is that
P ⊗OX′ ∼= F ⊕ F ⊕ F
for a vector bundle F of rank 3 over X ′ with detF ∼= OX′ . This restricts the module
structure of P somewhat, although many possible cases remain.
Another problem is the fact that it does not seem to be clear how Azumaya algebras of
constant rank 9 over an elliptic curve can look like, other than the obvious choices considered
here.
To compute examples of the Tits process seems equally difficult. Another method to
construct Albert algebras is discussed in [Pu3] and applied to find even more examples
of Albert algebras over elliptic curves. This method, which starts with a Jordan algebra
of degree 4 over X and looks at its trace zero elements, gives additional information on
how the first Tits process can look like in several special cases. Combined with the first
Tits construction and the Tits process it might help to get more information on the Albert
algebras over an elliptic curve. Again, one of the major difficulties is that we do not know
enough yet on Jordan algebras of degree 4 over X .
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